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OVERVIEW

]y^ ctojective in writing this journal is to provide an
accurate documentation of the procedures and problems

associated with pre-production, production and post

production of a children's television program. To keep
events in perspective, the journal is divided into three

major sections. Section One is pre-production. Section
Two covers production information and Section Three
explains post production events.
Some of the Materials included were pr^ared prior to

writing the journal. Therefore, 1 have included them as at
the conclusion of the journal.

SECTION ONE

PRE-PRDDUCriON
nONCI^PT TOR FINAL PROTECT

Dating back to the Winter of 1987, Dr. Fred Jandt,
Chairman of the Ctmimunications Department, CSUSB, and 1

began discussing vhat type of concept 1 would use for iby
final project.

considering that it^ degree would be in "Family
Broadcasting" we both felt it woiold be appropriate to

present a program the whole family would enjoy watching.
After presenting a list of possible program ideas to Dr.
Jandt, we agreed on researching the concept of a television
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magazine program for children.
With the magazine program in mind. Dr. Jandt reccaumended

that I corplete six hoiars of I.S. 695 Directed Graduate
Studies as an intern for American Video Ehonics (AVP) in

Fontana, Calif. IXiring the Winter of 1987, AVP was a

fairly new company involved in developing two local
television programs. One was a sports program titled,

"Sports Scene," and the other was a television magazine
^ow called, "Inland Empire Horizons."

Working with Panda Lee, executive producer for all AVP

programs, I was able to leam about the style, requirements
and coramitment that is required to put a quality television
magazine program on the air. In addition, I now had a
sense as to the quality of

On—air talent it would take

to put a show of this style together. Unfortunately, I did
not have, or know of, the experienced, pre-teen talent that

could handle a show of this type and make it professional
and top quality.

After many hours of consideration and re-consideration,
I realized I should do my project in an area I had more

experience working with. Taking this thou^t back to Dr.
Jandt, I suggested that I produce a faitdly t^evisibn

program in the format of the ABC After School Specials. I
explained to the Carnmunication Department Chairman that I
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had vnrit±:en cfver 30 children's plays and have done three
films of the same caliber vhen I lived in San Diego.

Dr.

Jandt listened intently and then said he thou^t the

concept of the diow would be interesting and to proceed
with preparing a story abstraction.
Within two weeks, I had prepared a story line using a
character that I vised in three films and three plays I

written, directed and produced earlier. The story is about

a young girl, Ifelli, and her experiences moving from the
mid-west to the fast pace of Southern California. I wanted
to present some problems that confront young people

everyidiere, including gangs, street people, moving away
from friends, concern about others, and how a person can

make a difference regardless of their age.
Using this philosophy. Dr. Jandt gave me the go ahead to

prepare a script, i^proximately a month later, I had a
draft script of "Kelli and the Misfits" ready for review.
Copies of the script were sent to Dr. Jandt, Dr. Marsha
Liss and Dr. Robert Senour.
SCRIPT;

and THE MISFITS"

draft script for "Kelli and the Misfits" was 40 pages

in length and involved 19 characters ranging in age from
three years of age to adult. Most of the characters ranged
in the pre-teen to early teen age grov^.
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The basic story line is about 12 year old Kelli Olson
and the situations ^e confronts after having to move from

CXiio to San Bernardino. She confronts prejudice in the
form of retardation, street people, and people from the

wrong side of the tracks. Kelli tries to handle the
situations with sensitivity

undeirstanding, a major

point in the underlying meaning of the story.
I tried to give the characters some depth and reason for
being in the film. I didn't want the characters to be

there just saying words without meanings. Most of the

people I've written about are people I have met scanetime in
the past. I used this philosophy hoping this would create
a more cxmplete and in-depth character. Possibly someone
the viewer could relate to and say, "hey, I know seme

people like them." I wanted to show how the characrter

might actually feel in a situation so the viewer could
sympathize with them and maybe understand a little better.
The characrter of Kelli is based on a student I knew from

a small Northern Arizona town. This girl presented a rou^

and tumble exterior, yet she had a keen instincrt for people

and their feelings. I tried to captxire this charisma
within the characher of Kelli.

Darci's characrter is developed after my wife vhen I
first met her. She was thirteen, bri^t, bouioy, happy,
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and enjoyed being a girl. Also, ^e was sensitive to

people and their feelings. She loves life and viiat it can
bring to everybody.

Sissie and her sisters are based on a girl I knew in

Fhoenix, Arizona. This young lady came frcm the wrong side
of the tracks and put on a big front. She believed this
was the only way to survive in the world ^e lived in.
Yet, onc« ^e knew that it was alright to be herself and no
one was a threat to her^ tilings went smoothly.

She proved

to be an outstanding person of high morality and character.

Probably everyone has met someone like Nat. He is the
person vho always appears to be in the background. Some
people would pass them 1:5} as being "retarded" or "slow"

without giving them a chance, without finding vdiat is
hidden b^ird the face.

Tracy is another girl that apparently puts on a facade
so she can be the leader of the pack. She is afraid of

showing compassion in fear of losing the control ^e
believes ^e has over her cohorts.

Her friends act the

same for fear of not being with the "in" grov:p. They mi^t
feel or act differently in a given situation, but for the

most part they wouldn't say anything against Tracy for fear
of not being accepted.

The Bag Lady is a character that I had the most prcAilem
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with. I tried to put myself in the position of a person
vdio would really like to be independent and not have to ask
for handouts. However, I had to ask iryself, once you're

really down, how hard is it to clit±) back out of the hole

you've dug? I don't know the answer to that, but if this
character will make some kids think about the street people

situation, then this character is worthviiile.
The character of Jason is another young person that can

be seen at schools and playgrounds.

He's the one always

wahtdug to be a part of the team, but just doesn't have the
ability to conpete with the more athletic students. No
matter how hard they try, Jasons' can't catch a baseball

ri^t, throw a baserunner out, or hit a single in a
baseball game. Soon, the athletic kids don't want people
like Jason playing on their team. It can cause some real
emotional problems.

I gave the character of Jason an extra ability to sing
and dance and therefore demonstrate to people that you

don't have to be a jock to be a success.
I believe the variety of the characters present an

interesting basis for the story viiile at the same time
create situations that will make the viewer will consider

people and their feelings.
Dr. Jandt reviewed the script and suggested I
' ■ -6

cjoncentrate a little more on the dialogue. He said the
characters' remarks didn't match their ages.

After

reviewing the material further, I agreed with him. Dr.
Jandt also said I ^ould wait and talk to Dr. Liss to hear

vhat ^e had to say about the story, the characters and the
dialogue.

Dr. Liss and I spoke on the telephone in CX:hober 1987.
She said 1h.e story line and characters were good, however,

believed there was a problem with the dialogue matching

the age of the children. After discussing the situation,

we agreed to make the main characters of Kelli, Darci,
Tracy and Sissie about 13 years of age instead of 11 or 12.
In addition, we worked on making the dialogue more

realistic using some slang and terminology modem day kids
use. In the end. Dr. Liss said she was pleased with the
script, story line and characters and told me to proceed
with the project.

I have reviewed the script several times since niy

meetings with Dr. Jandt and Dr. Liss and itade minor
dialogue changes. I tried to picture the characters and

understand vhat they saying in a certain situation and vhy

they were using those exact wori3s. The final formal script
change was ccrapleted on January 16, 1988.
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STORY BOaRD

I started working on a story board after the first draft
of the script was cxanopleted. I decided to add the story
board to the script using the regular printed page as the
dialogue page and then xerox the story board on to the back

side of the page. This would put the dialogue on the ri^t
and the matching story board on the left.

The final story

board was completed on Januairy 10, 1988.
EOUIIMENT

Equipment is one area that I am having a real problem
with. When I began this project, I understood the

university had equipment I could use. I was informed that
I could possibly use some equipment the cable company was
loaning to the City of san Bernardino.
On Deceitiber 16, 1987, Dr. Jardt, Dr. Senour and I had a

meeting to discuss vhat equipment I would need to support

my project. X soon discovered the new video equipment that
people had told me about was still in boxes and in storage,
^parently, there were some legal problems between the city
and the cable compary, therefore leaving me without
equipment for the video.
Anticipating a possible equipnent problem, I had already
called Randa Lee and she said they would be more than happy
to loan me their camera v^en it wasn't in use. The problem
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there was they were losing it at the same times I would need
it. Still, I wanted to fceep icy cations open.

Concerned about making a hi^ quality video, I asked Dr.
Jandt and Dr. Senour about using icy own quality VEK system

to record the program and then transfer the material to
3/4" for editing purposes. Dr. Senour suggested I ke^ the
material on 1/2" video tape as he has a new VHS

professional editing system I could use.
Dr. Senour was also concerned about how I was going to

mike the different scenes and vhat I was going to use for

lighting. I had been thinking about this same question
earlier, especially considering the possibility of not have
the proper video equipment I wanted. However, I contacted
Randa again and she said ^e would also loan me a

professional uni-directional mike and two portable li^ts.
Again, I could use them if they were not being used by one
of her crews.

Thinking about the mike and lighting problem I began

looking and pricing the equipment in the Inland Eicpire
area. After several days, of people looking at me and
wondering vhat a boom mike was, I located one at a store
called Video Place in San Bernardino for $80.

I found the

portable lighting at Fed-Co for $200 plus. I decided to
purchase the mike and hold off oh the li^ts until I could
-9

see if the AVP ones were available.
CaSTINS

next step was to see about casting the project. I
didn't know vhere I could possibly get a good, high guaLlity

cast for the production. I knew of several kids I had used
prior on commercials and on a stage show. However, I
didn't know vhere I could find the rest of the cast.

first choice was to ask iry wife, Darcy, to do the

mother. Then, thiriking I could find a lady to play the
mother easier, I asked Darcy to play the Bag Lady. She
said ^e would do it.

In mid-December 1987, I wrote a n©«® release advertising
auditions for a California State University, San Bernardino
master's student video on SaturxJay January 16, 1988,

starting at 2 pm. I mailed the information to the
Entertainment Editor at the San Bernardino Sun, The

Redlands Daily Facts and the Riverside Press Enterprise.
In addition, I submitted it for release in the Norton base
newspaper. The Globetrotter.

Waiting in anticipation, I didn't hear anything from any

of the newspapers concerning the releases until after the
first of the year. Then all three major papers had a

person contact me asking questions and lowing interest in
the project.
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The Sun starting running the audition notice the second

week in January with the other papers quickly following
suit. For the next 10 days, I logged about 30 calls asking
about audition information. Regardless of the phone calls,
I still had some concern about finding all the people I

needed and of good quality.

To keep things as siirple as possible, I made
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information packages and a talent information sheet. I
felt the package would help people tmderstand the
background of the project and vhat would be expected of
them if they were cast.

On the day of the audition, the telephone began ringing

with more people wanting information about the auditions,
i.e., where it would be held and what to bring with them.
Althou^ the auditions were to begin at 2 pn, people
began arriving at our house a half hour early. I was

excited when the groups first started appearing and I
looked about the crowd. The house began filling and soon
all the seats were tak^. In total, there were 38 people,

including three adults, auditioning for parts plxas
parents, friends and relatives. It was crazy, but I was
happy with the results.

TO keep the people organized and to recognize each
person auditioning, I made a "secret" code on how the
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person did. I used a scale from one to 10, with 10 being
the best, and marked the talent's information ^eet with
■Uiat.

In addition, Iwould put a * by the character they

were reading if they were exceptional in their reading and
if they looked the part.

Due to time limitations, each person was restricted to

reading for two characters. Even with this requirement, it
took almost three hours to get throu^i the entire audition.
Besides the cold readings, eaCh talent tried some dance

steps to see how well they picked

and if they had any

natural dance ability. The dance step was a fairly simple
left and right jazz square. Each performer tried the step
as a grovp and then individually.
Later that evening, Darcy andItook all of our notes
and the information sheets to a small restaurant.

For the

next two hoursIreviewed all the material and started

casting the program. Finally, Icame vp with a good,
workable casting.

The next day, Istarted calling the people vh.o were
chosen for the different characters.

In addition, Iadded

several bit characters to the script and a dance routine to

allow more performers a chance to be in the video.

All the

people we contacted appeared to be excited and happy they
were chosen for their parts and gladly accepted them.
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since we had three strong adults try out, I was able to

cast them in the video roles and use Darcy in other aspects
of help.

For the talent that didn't make the video, I pr^ared a

letter thanking them for coming to the audition, saying how
well everyone did and that I was sorry they weren't used in
this production.

Ihe only casting problem came with the girl I cast as

Kelli. i^parently ^e was involved in another production
and it was going to conflict with the video. I recast the

part of Kelli with the girl I originally cast as Tracy and
moved sane of Tracy's friends around to make the final cast
list.

A second minor problem came with the boy I cast as

Jason. Evidently he is taking voice lessons and his voice
teacher didn't like the idea of him singing anything but

vthat ^e had him doing. I was prepared to write him off
and re-write the script somev^t, but his parents called
and said that it would be alright for him to do the part
and the song as well.
MUSIC

I plan on using five different songs in the video.
After the opening teaser, I will use the song "Try A Little
Kindness" sung by Glen Campbell with the opening credits.
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For the clewing, I will use a "Brady Bundi" song called
"Changes."

Hie rest of the music, except for mood itaasic, will be
used in the final talent show scene. The little girls

(Rainbow Kids) will be doing a live recording version of
the Beetle's "Twist and Shout." Tracy's gror?) will be

dancing to the rollicking Elton John hit, "Crocodile Rock."
Finally, Kelli and the Misfits, with Jason in the lead,
will be singing and dancing to Elvis's "Hound IDog."
The actual mood music will be chosen as I edit the

scenes for length and mood setting. I will follow

this

area vheh I corrplete the production and post-production
sections.
COSTUMING

Darcy and I discussed the costuming issue and agreed on
vhat each character would wear.

Together we made up a

costume list and informed each person they were

responsible for their costume imless there was a problem.

The only pr<±)lem we had was with the cast we chose, we

were running into a problem for Tracy's group on the outfit
to wear as cheerleaders.

This was solved vhen one of the

parents said ^e would try and borrow some from her

daughter's school. She called back a few days later and
said that she was able to get them. She is bringing them
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for the first taping day of Tracy's grca;^.

For the girls in Kelli's groi;^), the 50s outfits for

"Hound Dog" will come from skirts we already had from prior
productions. The girls will provide their own blouses,
scarfs and ^oes. The boys will wear jeans, rolled 1:5),
vhite tee shirts and sneakers.
srHFnrTT.TWc

Scheduling of the taping was prepared prior to the
audition, however, we did change the schedule to start

taping one week later. Also, at the time of the audition,
I hadn't received final confirtnation on the date, time and

location for the forest scene, the Bag Lady's first scene
and the talent show location. I now have everything
confirmed and will be submitting a final schedule to all
cast members.

Scheduling rehearsals for the dance routines is still in
the works. Currently, Darcy and I have been working with
the Rainbow Kids on Tuesday evenings and their number is

almost ready to go. Tracy and Kelli's grov^ will be
scheduled to start mid-February.
IDCATTONS

Most of the taping locations were being considered prior
to holding the auditions. I decided to use ity own house
exterior for Kelli's hone.

That way I coiald control the
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times and dates we cx>uld tape. These scenes incliide 3, 4,
5, 7, 8, and 10.
I needed to have the back of a grocery store for scene 6

and I contacted the Von's store manager at the comer of

Hi^iland and Sterling in San Bernardino. He gave me the
number of Susan Dyer at the Von's Media/Ccmraunicatioris
office.

After several atternpts, I finally reached her on

January 26th. She said ^e didn't haVe any problem with us

doing the taping on F^ruaiy 20th, but to call her a few
days prior so ^e could confirm the date and time.
For scenes 13 through 20, I needed a mountain area that

would be away from people but still close to roads and rest
rooms.

I contacted a Mr. Jim Miller at the Forest Service.

He told me that ny first request, the Children's Forest,
would still be closed to the public on the March 5th date I

requested. However, he said that he would make up a list
of recommended areas that we might be able to get to during
that time frame. I will meet with Mr. Miller on Ihursday

F^ruary 11 to check locations and get maps of the area.
Mr. Miller also said he would have to charge me a $25

special use fee if I decided to use his areas. I will
discuss this further in the production section of this
paper.

I obtained permission from the director of the Norton
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Youth C3enter to use their facilities on Suncaay March 21st

to tape the final scenes. We can xase their big room, also
used as a gym, from 1 pm to 6 pm. I am scheduled to meet

with Mrs. Mino, Youth Center Director, prior to this date
to let her know vhat I will need.

Mrs. Mino and I discussed having a special stage set-xp

kept in the gym. This particular back drop is one the
center uses for all their special events.
The final location I have chosen is Parris Hill Park.

I

will ^oot scene 9 on Saturday F^ruary 20th in an all day
session. Since Parris Hill Park is a public park and I

will not need anything special, I did not inquire into
having an approval from the city for usage.
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SECECQN TWO
PRODDCTION

OVjaKyxiiiW

As I disoossed at the beginning of this journal, section
two focuses on the actual production including the taping,
prcdDlems encountered, personal feelings, character

development, and vhat I would change if I had to do it over
again.
OOMMEWr

Before I get into the actual production schedule, I want
to make one statement concerning the entire production.
Considering that all the people were volxmteers and most of
the on screen talent were under the age of 14, I am happy

to state that I did not have one person drop out of the

show. Every last actor and actress fulfilled their
commitment. In addition, I honestly believe I received 100

percent from each person, regardless of the size of their
part. I am extremely proud of the cast and the their total
dedication to the production.
JANOARY 26. 1988

On this date I held a complete read-thru of the script
with the entire cast.

The read-thru began at 7 pan and was

held at my home.
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This was the first time I had the chance to see the

individual actors and actresses as a full cast.

To put it

blimtly, I was amazed at the over^l quality of the talent
and I was pleased with each person and the way I had cast
them.

Before we began the actual read-through, I e}q)lained
each of the characters, vhat each character would wear for

each scene, vhat each person would be responsible for, vhat
I esq^ected from each person and vhat each person would
receive in return for their effort. The only promise I

made to the people involved is that I would give each

person a VEiS copy of the video if they supplied the tape.
After the read-throu^, I cpaied the floor for comments

ejpecrting to be swamped with questions from par^ts. I
received none concerning the schedule, characters,

requirements or about the script. What I did receive were
questions about the costumes and make-up.
jaNUARY 30. 1988

During the evening of January 29th, I could feel myself

became excited internally. That is, I started becoming

nervous, anything my wife or kids did appeared to get on my

nerves easily. Althou^ I tri^ to hide my anxiety, it
became apparent that my inind was totally on vhat the first
day of taping would bring about. I began feeling uinc^rtain
-19-- ;

about the project.

For most of the ni^t images of the video equipment
going crazy and the actors and actresses not able to carry
out vhat I could so clearly envisioned flawed throu^ ray
raind.

Early on January 30th, I got up and began setting v:p the
equipxient for scenes 3, 5, and 8 in the morning and scene
10 in the afternoon.

All of the scenes were to be ^ot at

ray house.

Finally, about 8:50 ara, the characters in the first
scenes started arriving on location. Again, I began to get
apprehensive and nervous.
i^parently the talent had some of the same nervous

feelings that I was having. They appeared to be curious,
anxious and excited all at the same time.

However, most of

these feelings changai once the taping began.
I wi^ I could say the afternoon taping session was as
positive. I scheduled scene 10 to be ^ot with production
to start at 1 pm, also at iny house. This involved Kelli,
Darci, the Gordon Sisters, Nat, Jason and the mother.
The first problem was the actress cast to play the
mother had to leave and asked if I could ^oot her part in

the scene in the morning. Since I already had Kelli there
I didn't see any problem and I knew I could edit her
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sequence with the rest of the cast during post-production.
Ihat problem was solved with ease. The only change we had
to make was the lunch break was ^ortened. A good point

about the people playing the mother and Kelli is that they
did work well together and there ware very few retakes.

That afternoon, the kids performing in scene 10 started
lowing up.

All but one reported before the scheduled

time. The boy playing Jason ^owed ijp late and then he
didn't know his one single line.

Finally, I had to do a

quick re-^write and give his line to Kelli and just have him
say, "I heard that too." What ^ould have taken us an hour
to ^oot, took most of the afternoon.

Jason's lack of knowing his line and being late caxased

ill feelings from iry wife (vho was doing audio), the cast

and myself. This is a feeling that continued rintil the
last day of taping. Not so much with myself, but the cast
tended to "play" with him in the respect of teasing.
wife continued to have some prc±>lems with Jason throu^out
the shooting schedule.
FEBRURRy 6. 1988

In the original script, I had Kelli doing some opening

dialogue envisioned at a park or school with her little
sister, Emily, and a frienl. However, after much thou^t,
I decided to make it just Kelli and her little sister in
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the park.

I asked Kelli and a girl vho could play Emily (Sarah

Morasen) to meet me at a park located in San Bernardino on
the comer of Sierra and 5th Street.

There is a lake there

and it was rather pretty and could pass for scrnie areas in

Chio. Both girls met me ri^t on time and were eager to
^oot the scenes. Kelli was prepared by knowing her lines
and Emily just had to sit back and read a book.

Most of the scene segments went along fine. The only
problem I had was with background noise of C-141 Air Force
jets flying over, kids playing in the background and water
running from the lake's filter system.
The taping session only lasted about two hours and soon

everyone was on their way home. Asusual, vhen I arrived
home, I decided to preview vhat was ^ot. To ity

disappointment, the background noise was so strong that I

really didn't feel I could cut and edit the scene to do it
justice. In addition, I didn't feel comfortable using the
scene as a tease and decided not to use it at all.

Instead, I thought it would be better to fade ip from black

and come into some strong music and give a visual story of
Kelli moving from Ohio to California.
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FEBRDRRY 20. 1988

On FdDruary ISth I received a call from the girl playing
Darci. She said ^e couldn't m^e the scheduled taping on

February 20th because she was involved with a school

science project that was to be presented to the public on
Saturday. Kiowing that it woiildn't do any good to try^

change her or her parent's mind and considering the fact
that I strongly believe that things Wouldn't interfere
with school projects, I said alri<^t.
Soon thereafter, I began calling the cast inet±)ers to see
if we could shoot the scone on March 12th.

However, after

calling several cast members, I contacted Kelli and told
her and he said he would be out of town during that time

and xmable to tape. Again I started calling and set

Saturday March 20th as the date to hoot scones 4, 6 and 7
involving Relli, Darci, Nat, the Gordon Sisters, tracy,

Annie, Monica, Bag Lady, Loretta and Sally. Finally, I was
able to reschecJule to meet with everyones plans.

One good point this situation brou^t about is that, for
the most part, people were very willing to change their
routine for the gcxxi of the taping.
I scheduled Tracy, Annie, lyfonica, Loretta and Sally to
come to the house and start working on their musical number

that would go into scane 21's talent hew on Fhruary 2C)th
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so we wouldn't waste the day.

Four of the five girls ^owed up on time and appeared

eager to learn the dance to Elton Jcdin's Crocodile Rock."
It) ity surprise, roost of the girls had some type of dance

ejiperience and were ^le to pick up the routine easily.
Within two hours, all the girls knew ^lat was ej^)ected of
them for the dance number.

While I had the girls there, I asked them if anyone knew
vtiere we could borrow some cheerleading outfits. Two of

the mothers said they would look into it and get back to roe
in the very near future.
least we didn't lose a day and we spent some very

productive time with Tracy's grca:^.
EEHRCTiRY 25. 1988

I had scheduled a musical rehearsal for Kelli, Darci and

Jason so they could leam a dance to "Hound Dog" for use in
the talent^ow. Kelli and Darci ^owed i:p on time. Jason

didn't ^ow and didn't^ow. Finally, I called his house

and was told that they forgot but would be ri^t over.

Scsme 20 minutes later, Jason arrived. Before he did, Kelli
and Darci learned the vhole cJance routine and already

started to work on policing.

Needless to say, this did not iirprove Jason's image with
the cast nor with ity wife. I too, was beginning to believe
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that I was wrong in casting him for tlie part.
The next problem involved Jason also. I thou^t he

ini^t have learned how to be someviiat loose as I asked him
to watch Elvis moves and reactions.

Yet, he was very stiff

and it took several times to ^ow him vhat I was looking

for. As I was working with Jason, I gave Darci and Kelli a
break.

Finally, it was time to work the girls and Jason

together. While the girls were loose and having a ball, it
appeared that Jason would crack something if he twitched a
muscle. I told my wife to have faith, that Jason would be

just fine, he just needed some time and work. I don't
think ^e believed me and I wasn't too sure myself.
FEBRUARY 27. 1988

Again, to save time and keep on schedule, I planned to
shoot in the morning and afternoon.

The scenes were

divided up as 9A and 9B involving Kelli, Darci, the Gordon
Sisters, Nat, Tracy, Annie, Monica, Sally, Loretta, Jason

and BoldDy. The scenes would be shot at Ferris Hill Park
with 9A starting at 9 am and 9B starting at noon.
From the beginning I thou^t it md^t be a rough

day....it was raining! In addition, for the first time, I
used my new portable video power system.

A system that

supplied DC power from a motor vehicle's power source and
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kept me fi^a relying on a portable battery pack.

This new power ^stem worked well after scame initial
minor problems. However, to obtain the energy I needed to
c^jerate the equipment, I had to leave ity van running all
the time. Ihis, in turn, caused some additional bacdcground

noise I had to contend with. Finally, I decided to shoot
the scenes in question using the shot-gun micrc^hone and
keeping it pointed away from the van. This worked to a
certain degree, but if a person listened closely, the
background noise of the van running is heard clearly.
Finally, it was time to begin taping.

For scene 9A, I

thou^t it would be a little easier since all of the people
involved had been on camera already, except for Tracy and

her gror^).

And, for the most part, it was. The only real

problem I had was that I had asked Tracy and her girls to
be there the same time as the rest of the cast.

But, due

to the trial and error of using the new power system, I
wasn't able to get to them for a coi;5)le of hours. This
left them sitting around and I felt guilty for asking them
to arrive so early and then have them just sit.

The next problem came vhen it was time to shoot the
fi^t scene and Sissie had to take a knife out and threaten
Kelli with it. I had found a sharp hunting knife for
Sissie to use.

The knife fit the bill and looked like
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something to be afraid of. The concern was that an
accident mi^t happen and someone could get hurt. In an
effort to mate sure an accident didn^t occur, I rdiearsed

the girls again and again and taped Sissie pulling the
knife and ccmiing after Kelli with the rest of the cast far
to the side.

Dnmediately after getting the ^ots I

thought I would need, I took the knife and put it back in a
safe place.

The fight scene itself went better than expected. The
girls involved weren't afraid to get on the ground and get
messed xsp.

Again we walked the actual movement through

several times and then shot the scene from three different

angles.

A scene segment that took over an hour to prepare

for, resulted in a 45 second fi^t on the screen.
Soon it was time for lunch and I gave the kids a break,

I still hadn't used Tracy ard her girls. But lite good
actresses, they never conplained to me about the wait.
After lunch, I called the cast together and ejqplained
how the rest of scene 9A and all of 93 would be ^ot.

I

thought this might save some tine and effort. And, for the
most part, it did.

The only major problem that ocurred was again with one
of the male actors and learning his lines. I believe that
he was nervous and just wasn't sure of vhat to ejipect and
to do.

What should have taken us less than an hour to
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^oot, actually took well over two.

The second prc±>lem involved Jason again. While he did
know his lines, it took extra time to teach him to trip and
fall on cue. I can't really blame him for the problem

because that can be something that is learned and to do it
right has to be someone with good reflexes and moves. One

good point with this segment was that I ended up with

plenty of footage for lose in out-take presentations.
Althou<^ it did rain for most of the day, the scenes

Were shot under seme large trees in the park and we didn't
have to halt production becavise of it.
The only other situation that ocurred was after the

taping. l/Sy wife and I stayed until all the kids were

picked vp, or so we thoui^t. When we arrived home, my wife
received a call frcm the mother of the actress playing
Darci. The mother told my wife that her dau^ter wasn't

there vhen she went to pick her up. ly wife said that we
waited until all the kids had left and suggested that Kim

(the girl playing Daici) mi^t have received a ride from
one of the other girls. ly wife asked that we be kept
informed of the situation and that we would be more than

happy to go back to the park and look for her.

Less than

20 minutes later the mother called back and said Kim did
receive a ride from another cast member and was at home.
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I

felt very relieved.
MRRCH 3. 1988

I met with Tracy's groi;5> again to rdtiearse their routine
and to see a cheer leading outfit that one of the mother's

came 1:5) with. I was ejqjecting a coitplete outfit, however,
vhen the mother arrived it tum^ out to be one skirt and
no top at all.

Needless to say, I was beginning to get

concerned.

When the second mother saw vhat we had to work with for

the cheer leading outfit, ^e said that she would get in
touch with a junior hi^ school near her house and get back

withme. Althou^ I didn't say anything, I was praying the
second mother would cane throui^ with something. Anything
had to be better than vhat I had in front of me.

The r^earsal itself went very well. The girls

apparently practiced their routines and it was looking
better all the time. By the end of the rehearsal time, I
began to feel^
MARCH S. 1988

This was the day I had been really looking forward to.
For several weeks in advance I worked with people from the

Forest Service getting the proper permits to film, checking
Icxiations, and hoping that a sudden snow storm wouldn't
make las cancel the
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The location I finally chose was perfect. It was off
the beaten path but not far enou^ to be a prctolem to get

to. It had rocks for Tcacy to fall off, nice views, lots
of trees and hill sides. Ihe only thing it didn't have was
a rest room, AC power or a close by water simply. I

thoucpit I could bring drinking water and the power could be
svpplied in the same manner that we did for shooting on
Jpril 27th. The only problem still remaining was the
bathroom situation, or lack of a bathroom.

In an effort to help alleviate the restroom prc^lem, I

approached a recreational v^icle dealer to work a trade
out. I told him I would give his coirpany credit on the
video and work with American Videqphonics to do a story on

RVs and use his company as the basis for it. He didn't bu^
it.

When I went back to the location again, I noticed seme
workers that had a portable outhouse located on the main
road, just a few hundred feet from the location I was
planning on using. I thought this mi^t solve nty restroom
problem.

The shooting was scheduled to start at 9 am at a
location outside lake Gregory on federal land. Several
weeks earlier, I had sent all the cast members a letter

giving directions and telling them that people could follow
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me to the location and that I would be leaving iry house at
8 am. Most of the cast members and their parents decided

that was a good idea. Several others requested a ride to
the location vAiich I agreed to if the parents signed a
letter of consent to ride in my van and for medical care.
I knew this letter didn't mean much if an accident ocurred,
but at least the parent's knew that I had their child's
interest at heart.

At 8 am sharp, we were on the road to the Crestline area
and approximately 30 minutes later were pulling

to the

location si^t. I had made arrangements with the Forest
Service to get the key to the gate going into the property
from the ranger station about seven miles away. I asked
one of the parents to drive me there and almost ri^t at 9

am we were all driving into the location.
The weather was great.

The sun was out and any snow

that I noticed on the si^t inspection was gone. I was
beginning to get a good feeling about viiat the days
shooting might produce.

Almost ri^t from the beginning things started falling

into place. All the kids knew their lines. They appeared
eager and happy to be involved and they all brou^t the
ri^t costunes to match scene 10. That is, all but Kelli.
She brou^t clothes more suitable for the mountains.
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So we

xased this fact to our advantage and added a bit saying that
she was sure glad ^e had time to change her clothes before

they came vp on the trip. Things were falling into place.
Ma^De I ^ould have been a little more concerned.
The first scenes to be shot were 11 and 12 and involved

the Gordon Sisters, Kelli, Darci, Jason, Nat, Tracy,

Monica, Annie, loretta and Sally.

Again, everyone appeared

to be ready and these scenes were taped without a hitch.
At 10:30, we started shooting scenes 19 and 20.

We

figured we could use the same people and then let most of
the kids go home if they preferred.

We only had a minor problem shooting scene 19. It took
several takes to get the right position for all the
characters so they wouldn't look too congested.

Once that

was ccitpleted, the rest of the scene fell into place.
Once scene 20 was cooopleted, I let all but Annie, Kelli,
Darci, Tracy and the Bag Lady go home.

At precisely 1 pm, we began footing scenes 13, 14, 15,
16, 17, and 18. I considered these to be extremely

important scenes and took a lot of care to get the ri^t
camera angle on each shot. I could tell that all of the

girls wanted to do the very best.
On one of the scenes it called for Darci to fall and

then get i:p and continue the search for Tracy. We walked
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the scene throu^ several times and vdien the time came to
actually shoot the Scene I could hardly believe vAiat I saw.

Kelli, Annie and Darci were si:^pose to come running over a
hill onto a downhill area.

We r^earsed that Kelli and Annie would run by a certain

set spot and then Darci would trip to the ground making the
other girls come back and get her. Well, Kelli and Annie

did exactly viiat they were supposed to do. When Darci came
into the scene, instead of gently falling to the ground,

she took a flying leap into the air, fell and then slid on
her bottom. All this time ^e was wearing a short skirt
and her legs were open to the elements on the ground. It
wasn't until later that I found out she did have some

scrapes. Regardless of the disccanfort she must have been
in, Darci continued with the rest of the scenes without a
complaint.

The only other problem I had was a minor one involving

the bag lady. This was the first time she was on camera
and I had to help her get over her nervousness.

C5nce that

was accomplished, I didn't have any other situations worth
mentioning.

One point I would like to iteke is that 1 was extremely

pleased with the professionalism these girls showed during
this segment and very pleased with iny casting and the
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girls' abilities, on and off camera.
MARCH 10. 1988

This was the second rehearsal involving Kelli, DMx:i and
Jason. Much to iiy surprise, Jason appeared more prepared

than he was the first ni^t. He Iqiew the sOng, althou^ he

still wasn't putting much of hirnself into it. The girls,
on the other hand, had their routine almost down to

perfection. The more I worked with the girls, the happier
I was with the casting, especially with the leads.
In addition to the dance routine, we began checking out
vhich costumes the kids could wear for the taping of scene

21. While Kslli already had a 50s outfit, I needed to
borrow one for Darci and figure something for Ja^n to wear
as Elvis.

Checking Darci's size, I thou^t I could borrow a poodle

skirt and petticoat from a stage performing groi:p I am
directing. It so happens that they do several 50s stYle
routines in their show and I had several girls about the
same size as Darci.

I also had several costumes from other performing groi^

I've had in the past that I thought mi^t fit the bill for
Jason.

After the rehearsal was almost over, I had Jason

try on several outfit:s and soon I found one that looked

good on him. However, it did need some vhite pant:s to go
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along with it. His mother said she would take care of that
part.

The music, song, dance and costumes were beginning to
come together and I was felt like a heavy load was taken
off ity Moulders.
MaRCH 17. 1988

This was scheduled as a dress r^earsal for Kelli, Darci
and Jason to do their nimiber.

While I had blocked two

hours for rehearsal, the kids were ready and looking good
in less than one. I didn't want them to get burned out on

the routine before I had a chance to get it on tape, so we
cut the r^earsal ^ort.
MARCH 19. 1988

What a Saturday this was. With the problem of having to

cancel the February 20th shoot and the musical routines
scheduled for taping the following day, I was running out
of time.

To make

for everything, I asked the Gordon Sisters,

Nat, Kelli and Darci to be at ity house at 8 am for the

taping of scenes 4 and 7. No one complained.
this time the kids were used to working with each

other and me. So vhen I gave each of them directions, they
did vhat I asked without hesitation and without question,
to this point the weather had been very good to the
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procJuction schedule. I kept thinking that rain would became
a problem, however, on this day the heat became an
iirportant factor.

In less than an hour after taping started, the kids
began wearing out because of the heat and dust. I started
giving them breaks and my wife brou^t out seme cold
drinks.

The cast and crew continued working.

Ey 10 am I let Nat and the Gordon Sisters leave as

Tracy, Annie, Monica, loretta, Sally and the Bag Lady met
us to start footing scene 6.

I had obtained permission from a Von's store on Hi^iland
and Sterling to use one of their carts and the back of

their building to ^oot this scene. However, Tdiile I had
cleared this with the main office, they failed to notify
the manager of the store. I had to sit down with him and

give him the storyline and the names of the people I had
spoken with at the main office.

Soon he was convinced I

was telling the truth and that I wasn't making some sort of
pomo video. He did actually ask me that question.

Thinking that my clear^ce problems were behind me, I
began unloading the video equipment from ity van. Just as I
was setting up, I noticed an older man sitting in an old,
beat 1:5) car watching. I thoui^t he was just an interested
person watching vhat we were doing. Soon, he started
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driving his car towards tas and viien he got nejft to me he

asked me vtot I was doing. I explained that we were taping
a video for the university and possibly for cable tv. He
asked if I had clearance to do it and I said that Von's had

ok'd the deal.

Then the old man told me that ma^^ I

^ould have contacted the owner of the shopping center. I
esplained that I hadn't thought about that since I assumed
Von's was the owner.

He said no, he was!

Again, I explained the storyline and vdiy I was doing the
video in the first place. He asked me if I was going to
make any money from the use of the video and I explained
that it was costing me money and that all the talent and

crew were volunteers.

Finally, he said that he didn't have

any problem and that I could continue.
All this time, it was getting hotter and hotter and the
shade areas began getting smaller and smaller.
Finally, after a total 30 minute plus delay, we began
taping scene 6.

As the taping continued, so did the problem with the
area.

Large milk and produce trucks arrived just vdien I

was ready to shoot an angle. People would be walking by in
the background talking loud enou^ to be picked vp by the

midrqphone and some van even tried running over some of my
power equipment. When we finally got his attention and
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asked him to go around, he started yelling at iis in some
foreign language and acted like he was going to run over

the equipment anyway, i^parently a real nice guy.
Eventually he did back

and left. I had real concerns

about the type of people that use the area behind Von's as
a speedway.

With the talent, crew and director wearing down from the

heat and excitement, the scene was finally completed. I
felt I ^ould shoot some of the dialogue ov^, but I was

afraid of the kids getting sick from sunstroke or
something worse.

However, the day was only half over.

With scene 21 scheduled for the next day, I had called
one final dress r^earsal for all the musical numbers.

I

worked with the young girls in the Rainbow Kids routine at

1 pm, Kelli, Darci and Jason at 2 pm and Tracy and her
grov:p at 3 pm.

For the "Hound Dog" routine, I also invited any of the
Gordon Sisters and Nat to be in it if they wanted to.

I

just envisioned them twisting or hula hooping in the
background. Nat and Sissie didn't ^ow vhile the other two
Gordon Sisters did. I made sure the new performers knew
viiat to do and gave them costumes to wear.

The number

looked good.

When the r^earsals were completed, I began to feel
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totally exhausted. I could iitagine how 'die talent and crew
felt.

Yet, I still had to go to the Norton Youth (Center to

prepaire a room for taping scene 21 the next day.
Originally, I had requested to xase the gym at the Youth
Center for the taping. However, several days before, I was

notified that the basketball tournament would be played in

the gym. It was too late to try and find another location
and all the cast members already had directions to the
center. The center offered the pool room, but once I tried
to move one of the tables I knew that wouldn't work.

The only other alternative was a room in the middle of
re-construction.
concrete.

It was dirty and full of large chunks of

But it was a room with a door I could close and

a place I could control vhat was going on.
From almost 5 pm mtil 9 pm, I clear^ and cleared the
room of construction material. I installed a silver

curtain and lighting I had borrowed from American
Videophonics and the Air Force. Slowly but surely the room

looked like it mi^t work. When I was satisfied with the
room, I went home, took a ^ower and went ri^t to bed.
MARCH 21. 1988

Although the cast wasn't scheduled to arrive at the

youth center until 1:30 pm, I had arranged for the staff to
meet me there at noon so I could set xp ity sound system and
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the camera and checlc for any problems I mi^t have
overlooked the ni^t before.

When I turned the portable studio li^ts on the rocm
came to life and, throu^ the camera lens, a peirson
couldn't tell the room was still under construction.

I was

quite proud of how well the set was turning out even with
all the problems I had.

Jxjst as I finished my final checks, the cast starting
arriving. I explained to each of them to be very careful
vhen they walked about the rocm as I ^owed them large

chunks of concrete lying on the floor.

As the performers arrived, I checked for make-x:^), hair
style and costumes. When everyone met with vhat I was
looking for, I e>^lained how I would tape the final scene.
I explained that I would ^oot each musical nuitiber first
from several different angles. I continued saying that

each grocp would be doing their routine over and over and
they ^ould try to do it exactly the same each time.
There were very few questions.
To make it sound like a large crowd at the talent ^ow,

I asked for parents and friends of the talent to be part of
the audience.

This was a wise move as I was able to use

the audience ^ots and applause over and over in the

editing process. That will be explained in section III of
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this journal.

I began the day's footing by losing the announcer and
then went ri^t into the Rainbow Kids number. I had to

^oot this segment over and over again as the kids had some
prc±)lem with the dance itself. Finally, after some more
rdiearsal, I had plenty of footage to edit vhat I needed.
In all truthfulness, I really didn't want these kids to
look over r^earsed or look like a dance school recital.

The next musical routine I shot was Kelli and the

Misfits. This sequence went considerably faster. I waai't
sure if it was because the kids were better, the performers
knew vhat to expect or that I knew exactly vhat I wanted.
VJhat ever the case, the scene went smoothly.

In addition to the dance, I wanted Jason to get ri^t up
to some of the girls in the audience with them screaming
and him teasing them with a scarf. The first time I ^ot

this, the girls just sat there looking at each other. I
then es^lained vhat I ej^jected and that it was alri^t to
scream and act like teeny hoppers. The girls in the

audience started getting the idea and soon they were
having a ball, it made Jason get into it more, and it
looked good on tape.

The last musical scene to be shot was Tracy's group.
For some reason it took quite a vhile to get the girls
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ready. Every time I was ready to start the girls would
begin pxilling

their pant^ose and I had to wait. This

happened several time and I did get some on tape for out
takes.

After all the musical numbers were completed, I released
the little girls and worked the dialogue. I did have to do
some last minute re-^writing of the script as Sissie and Nat
didn't show

I wondered viiat was going on so I had

someone call the girl's house who was playing Sissie.

Her

parents said she was ill and was going to the doctor. We
couldn't reach Nat at all.

Just before it was time to wrap
^owed ijqp.

the taping, Sissie

Since ^e was there, I thou<^t I should try and

put her into something. So I ^ot one segment of Kelli's
group with and without Sissie.

Finally, after five hours of solid work, the taping was
complete. However, I still had two hours worth of
breakdown time to do before I could go home. Ey 6:30 pm I
was on my way hone, tired, but happy. I had ccmpleted
taping all the scenes and thought I had a good product to
work with in post-production.
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SECTION TEJE^EE

POST E!E»IXrcriGaJ/TEJESIS FRESEbn?^
OVEIWlEff

In this section, I will discuss the procedures I
performed to complete post production of "Kelli and the

Misfits." Post production included editing the iraw audio
and video, audio duttoing, sound effects, cpening and

closing, background music, musical numbers and titles. In
addition, I will ejplain any pitfalls I encountered and
viiat I did to overcome those probletie.
ClOMME!Wrs

While I did have some experience in writing scripts and

video production, this is ity first endeavor into the world
of post production.

As it turned out, I enjoyed inyself

immensely working and learning about the different phases
of post production. I honestly surmise, I have learned
more than I thou^t possible a few months ago. Post

production is an area every television, video or film major
^ould get involv^ with and leam everything possible.
The learning experience will beneficial for every
production position specialty.

The student staff at CSUSB's Audio Visual department and
Randa Lee and Bob Carroll from American Video Phonics were

very helpful throu^out post production.
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Their expertise

was extremely critical several times thrqu^qut my video
ej^jerience.;GETrmS mEPKRED FOR POST ERODDCTIOW

Before I began the actual production, Dr. Senour and I

had a discussion about post production and the equipment
that I would need to operate to coitplete the process.
A few months later. Dr. Senour invited roe to the

university's audio/visual facility and introduced me to his
student workers, Paul Yates and Shawn Broiles.

Paul and

Shawn instructed me on the basic techniques of using a half
inch video editor and then left me alone to get familiar
with the new equipment.

However, both students were close

if I had any questions or if I ran into an editing
problem.

first ej^jerience with the equipment left me with a
good feeling.

For the first time, I could actually view

viiat the full scene could possibly look like to viewers.

Althou^ I was only practicing on the editor, I began to
get a real feeling for editing scenes to develop timing and
pacing for the entire video.
Three hours later I was on my way home with a rou^ edit
of the first scenes I had ^ot several weeks earlier.

I

was so excited I got home and woke my wife ip to see ydiat I
had done. Som^ow, ^e wasn't quite as excited as I was,
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but let me have iir/ mcatnent.
GETTINS STRRIED

The biggest problem I r^i into during editing/post
production jiiase was working out a time viien I could get
into the audio/visvial facility and use the equipment.

Between iry work hours, going on trips for the Air Force
and scheduling the vise of the studio for on cameca

classroom projects, I had a hard time getting started.
Finally, Dr. Senour and I agreed on a day and a time to
start. However, xdien I arrived at the university, I was
told that the editing equipment was moved from a small

production room to the studio. Then I was informed a class
would begin soon.

As a way to cope with the situation, Shawn and Pavil
c±)tained two avidio head sets and I obtained permission for

me to work on the editing equipment, if I was quiet.
For the next three and a half hours, I worked editing iry
first rough cut video and became so involved that I wasn't
aware the class was over and the AV students Were closing

the facility down. Again, I left that evening feeling a

sense of accatcplishment and was extremely happy the video
was actually coming together.
During the editing process, I evaluated how I was
shooting the video, how iiy actors and actresses performed,
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and vftiat I could do to correct any errors I found.

I also learned how to look for different angles, vAyein
and viien not to use the zocati, how to correct for

cdDstructive background noise and how to increase the audio
I wanted.

Most of the actual editing ni^ts went similar to viiat I
described.

Dr. Jandt and Dr. Liss visited me and viewed

the material I was currently working on. Each one gave me
a feeling of confidence and several suggestions vhich I

incorporated into itry final presentation.
PRESENTMTiaN FOR THE CaST

EUring the course of taping "Kelli and the Misfits," I
was asked several times vhen the video would be shown to

the actors/actresses and their parents? So, since I had
begun post production, I sent a letter out to all cast

members saying I would hold an official viewing on J^ril
30th at the Norton Youth Center.

Post production was progressing at a good rate and I
wasn't having any difficulty with the editing, so, I
planned on having a finidied product to ^ow on i^ril 30th.

However, vhen I asked working on the titles, I began to
have a sli^t problem. I was unable to work out a time to
leam the computer system and add titles. In addition,

vhile I did have the music for the opening and closing, as
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well as the musical nunibers edited, I wasn't able to add
background music.

On the ni^t of the lowing for the cast and their
friends and family, I explained the situation and evecyone
appeared to understand. From the ccmnents I received
afterwards, the video was a success and the cast loved it.
Dr. Jandt also attended the viewing and made some good,

constructive comments and said he thou^t the project was a
success.

He also wanted the finidied video to be shown and

aired as many times and in as many locations as possible.
PROBIEMS AND OORRECnONS

While the video was being ^own, I noticed another

prcA)lem. i^parently, during editing, some of the splices
weren't exact and caused noticeable "glitches" in the form

of rolls and double words. Since I really was not an
expert on post production prc±>lems and how to correct them,
I began to think of v^o could advise me and also help with
the titles.

I called Randa Lee and Bob Carroll.

Both Randa and Bob were very receptive to the idea and
said for me to bring two 3/4 inch video tapes, the master I
was using and all the raw video to their house and we would
work the problems out.
On May 17th and 19th, Randa, Bob and I worked frcan 6 pm

to after 11 pm. Randa concentrated on getting the titles
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into the cxaiputer, viiile Bc±> and I worked on removing the
"glitches" from the master video.

As I watched these two "experts" work, I furthered ray

knowledge in the area of post production. What I thou^t I
would have to go back and totally redo several areas,

however, they xased their equipment and e}5)ertise to correct
the problem. Althou^ very tired, I left each ni^t

knowing that iry project was becoming extremely professional
and that it would be a video the university, cast and

iryself would be exceptionally proud Of.
Bob and Randa bestowed several cortpliments about the

vhole production and even said that I did something they
had wanted to do, make a real television video. Up to this
point, they were producing two

being broadcast on

cable television, "Horizors" and "Sports Scene."

Then Randa and Bob asked rae if I thoui^t the university

woiold give them permission to air the video. It seems
their "Sports Scene" ^ow would be off the air over the
Memorial week and they needed a filler. "Kelli and the
Misfits" would fit the bill exactly. I said I would ask.

The following day I had a meeting with Dr. Jandt and

explained vhat Randa and Bc±» had requested. He said he
didn't have any problem with the airing of the ^ow if we
added a statement at the beginning and end of the ^ow
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asJdjig viewers to jilone in their cotnments. Dr. Jandt asked
me to get the dates and times the ^ow would air and also
give him the names of the papers in the viewing area and
the entertainment writer for the each one. He again said

he wanted to air the video as much as possible.
That evening I spoke with Randa and relayed the request
from Dr. Jandt.

She said there wasn't a problem doing the

tease and tag statement. In addition, Randa gave me the
dates, times and channels the ^cw would run.
AREg^

DRTE

CEDVNNEL

TIME

San Bernardino

May 31

3

7:15

Riverside

May 31

46 or 47

8:15

Fontana/BloDmington May 31

3

5:45

Fontana/Bloomington June 1

3

7:15

Riverside

June 2

46 or 47

8:15

C30iMMITTEE ERESEMliATiaW

With the video well on its way to being totally

cxmpleted. Dr. Jandt and I discussed vhen I would formally
present my final product to Dr. Liss, Dr. Senour and
himself.

After scane effort trying to meet everyone's

calendars, Tuesday May 31st at 2 pm was set i:^).

In

addition, I will be available to answer questions relating
to my production from all of my advisors.
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OaNCUJSION

To wrap up iiy comments about ny ejqjerience the past year

doing "Kelli and the Misfits," I can truthfully say I
enjoyed iryself immensely.
The people I worked with, the information I learned and
the ability to conoplete such an undertaking has given me
confidence in iry ability as a writer, producer, director
and technician. I clearly understand the problems that can

come up and that all problems can be worked out if you
remain calm, use your people and don't be afraid to ask for
help. Help is really there if you just look in the ri^t
places.

As I close this journal, I am sorry to say that I cannot
report the outcome of the meeting with the advisory board
or the actual broadcast. As a requirement, I need to
present a conpleted journal to the Dean of Graduate Studies
for elimination on proper format and to prepare the journal
for binding and being placed, along with the master video
and two copies, in the university's library for future
reference.

Finally, I believe I achieved my objectives of
conpleting a program that was interesting to the viewer, a

presentation the vhole famiily could enjoy and a product
the conplete cast, crew and university could be proud of.
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KKTiT.T AND THE MISFITS

WEOTTIEN BY: RCM JOY

THIS SCRIPT IS DEDICATED TO MY WIFE, DARCY JOY, FOR HER
WONDERFUL SUPPORT BOTH BEFORE AND AFTER OUR MARRIAGE
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CAST OF GHM^ACTERS

IN ORDER OF APPEARANCE

KELLI OlSCar

A girl about 13 years old. She is
a tcniboy in dress, intelligent and
caring about people. Leading
character.

KELLI'S FEdEND.

Also about 12 or 13.

She is neat

but not totally girlie. No
^)ea]cing lines.
EMILY

A girl of ei^t, Kelli's sister.

MOTHER...

Kelli's mother. Very concern and
understanding of her children.
Medium part.

DARCI JACKSON

About 12 or 13 years old.

Very

feminine and likes to wear

dresses.

Second largest part.

SISSIE GORDCN..

A girl of 13 or so. Very tou^
and poor. Medium to large part.

BEENDA GORIXON.

Abcajt 11.

She also is tough.

In

a lot of scenes but not many
lines.
CHEdS GOREDON.

.About 10 or 11.

Similar to Brenda

Gordon.

JONI GOI?DCaJ

....About ei^t. She is the youngest
sister. Very poor. A type of
girl you could feel sorry for.
Also in a lot of scenes but not

many lines.
NAT JC»IES.

A boy of 11 or 12. Talks very
slowly and appears not be very

bri^t. However, he changes
peoples thinking of him. Medium
to large part. Could be difficult
to play.
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CAST OF CHARACTERS
OCMnNUED

BAG lADY

A unique character. Dressed in
rags and is a total mess, but is
!^e viiat ^e seems? A good part.

.Rich, pretty and a real conceited
girl. Mean in actions and large

TRACY.

iirportant part.
12 years old.

About 11 or

ANNIE.

.Tracy's friend. Same age and
dress. Medium part.

MONICA

.Same as Annie.

IDREflTA

.Same as Annie.

SALLY.

.Same as Annie.

BOBBY.

.Tracy's boyfriend. Plays baseball
and is about the same age as the
rest of the kids.

Has the same

attitude as Tracy.
.Smart, short and wears glasses.

JASON.

Good dancer and singer.

Medium to

large part.
RAINBCW

KIDS

Six young girls v^o do a dance
routine.

ANNOUNCER

a woman about 30.
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SCENE 1

AT RISE WE SEE SEVERAL KIDS PLAYING AT A PIAYGRDUND AND AS
TFE CAMERA PANS WE SEE IWO GIRLS SITTING ON TEE GROUND AND
talking;

KELLI (VO)

Hi, ity name is Kelli Olson. Hiat's me, the cute girl
sitting over there. (CAMEE^A PANS AND ZOCMS IN ON TEE OTHER
GIRL WHO IS DRESSED NICE AND EVERY PIECE OF HAIR IS IN

PIACE). Not that girl! The other one. That girl is iitY
sister, Emily. I also have an even younger sister, Katie,
but ^e has a cold and ity mother Wouldn't let her come to
the park today. (TEE CAMERA IHEN MDVES TO lER. KELLI'S
HAIR IS MUSSED AND SHE IS DRESSED LIKE A TOMBOY.

AFTER A

SET SEJOT, THE CAMERA PULLS BACK TO THEM TALKING) I wanted

to tell you a story about a charming, sweet, intelligent
and extremely pretty girl and her experiences way out west
in California. In case you haven't guessed, this is my
story. You see, it actually started vhen my family moved
frcM Ohio to California. What started all this is vhen my
father. vho is in the Air Force received orders to go to

Norton AFB in California. When I was younger, it dicin't
bother me to move around, however, now that I'm growing
into a young la<3y I need to develop seme roots
SCENE 2

(MUSIC OCMES UP AND WE SEE A MDNTAGE OF SHOTS TRAVELENG
FRCM OHIO TO CALIFORNIA.
VEHICLE

THESE INCLUDE INTERIOR OF THE

SIGHTS AND ALL AROUND TRAVELING.

AT LONG LAST WE

HAVE A SETTING SHOT OF THE VAN PULLING INTO NORTON AFB AND

TEEN A SHOT OF KELII'S NEW HOyiE.

THE HOUSE IS TYPICAL

CALEPORNIA, RANCH WITH STUCCO. OPENING CREDITS AEE
SUPERIMPOSED OVER SHOTS)
SCENE 3

(KELLL OCMES OUT OF HER NEW HCME AND IS DRESSED IN THE SAME
TCMBOY STYLE CLOTHES.

THE CURB.

SHE LOOKS AROUND AND THEN SITS C»I

HER MOTHER OCMES OUT, WALKS OVER TO HER. THE

MOTHER is YOUNG AND PRETTY AND APPEARS TO KNCW AND
UNDERSTAND KELLI)
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MOTHER

Hi Baby. (KELLE JUST LOOKS AT HER WITH A SAD, LOST
EXERESSION) Look, I know this move has been hard on you.
But you have to ke^ in mind that your father is in the Air
Force and moving is a part of that lifestyle. Kelli, I
know you left some good friends back in Otiio, but you have
a great personality and I know you're going to make friends
here very quickly.
KELLI

(AS HER MOTHER STARTS TO MOVE AWAY)

Momtry, I love you.

And I love Dadt^ too. It's just that I had so much going
for me in Ohio. (SHE RUNS OVER TO THE MOTHER AND GIVES HER
A BIG HUG AND KISS)
MOTHER

And we love you too, honey.

(GENTLY HJSHING HER AWAY, BUT

KEEPING HER HANDS OJ HER SHOULDERS) I've got an idea, how
would you like dadc^ to take all Of us out for ice caeam
after dinner toni^t. (KELLI NODS APPROVAL, THE MOTHER
GIVES KELLI ANOTHER KISS AND THEN GOES BACK INTO THE HOUSE)
KELLI

(GOING BACK TO THE CURB,

LOOKS AROUND AND THEN STARTS

TO WALK THE EDGE AS IF ON A 11011 ROPE.

AS SHE REACHES THE

END AND TURNS AROUND SHE SEES A GIRL STANDING THERE

WATCHING HER.

THE GIRL IS IN A NICE DRESS, CLEAN SHOES AND

HER HAIR IS COyiBED NEATLY.

SHE IS ABOUT KELLI'S AGE OR A

YEAR YOUNGER) Oi, you scared me.
DARCI

Sor^. I was on ity way to the store and saw you. Are you
new heire?
KELLI

Yeah, we just iK^ved here from Ohio.
DARCI

Chio. Is it nice there? I've never been anyvhere but
ri^t here in San Bernardino. Well, sometimes I go to the
beach and the mountains, but I've never been out of
California.
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KEHJ

I wi^ I cx3uld say the same. I've lived in New Jersey,
Arizona, New York and Europe....all since I Wcis five!
EARCI

Gee, those sound like neat places. It must be fun moving
all over the world.
KET.T.T

Yeah, sometimes, but it gets to be old hat doing it all the
time. You're always having to leave friends and things you
like to do. (Thinking) Back in Cftiio, I was a Girl Scout and
even sang and danced with a performing grov^ called the
Rainbow Kids.
DARCI

Sounds like fun. What kinds of things did the Rainbow Kids
do?
KELLT

Cfti you know, songs from the 20's and 50's and even Broadway
^ow tunes. Hey, vAiere're you goin' so dressed vp?
DARCI

To the store to pick

some things for icy itooi.

Besides,

I'm not dressed v^).
KETiT.T

But you're wearing a dress. Anytime a girl wears a dress,
I'd call that dressed up.
DARCI

You probably would, since you look like you don't even own
one!
KEm

Well I do. I have one hanging in icy closet ri^t now.
It's just that I haven't had it on for a few years.
Beside, ma^iDe I don't want to own one, after all that's icy
choice and no one elses.
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DARCI

Eiactly. I just hajpen to prefer wearing skirts and
dresses.

KEHJ;

I guess you've got me.

I'll make you a deal, I won't talk

about you wearing dresses if you don't say anything about
me dressing the way I like. Vt/ mother has been trying for
years to get me to wear dresses, even once in a vdiile.
But, I just don't like them. You can't do any of the neat
things boys can do if you've got to worry about your dress
flying
EftRCI

I don't worry about things like thatl
KELLI

You don't?
DARCI

No....1 j\;ist don't do things that would make niy dress fly
in the first place.
KEHJ;

I believe that. You know, I like you.

name is Kelli.

DARCI

I'm Darci....Darci Jackson. I live just down the street.
KELLI

Hi. Where are you going?
DARCI

mom wants some bread and things from the store.
go?

Wanta

kelli

Sure, but I gotta ask first.

mother is so old fashioned

about things like me going places without asking first.
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DM?CI

Mine too.

(THEY ARE WALKING BACK INTO THE HOUSE)
SCENE 4

(ACnON TAKES PLACE IN THE ALLEY BEHIND KELLI'S HCUSE.

AS

KFT.T.T AND EARCI CCME INTO THE FRAME THE GIRIS HEAR YELLLNG.
THEY STOP AS THE CAMERA PANS RLOir.

IN THE ALLEY WE SEE

THREE KIDS, SISSIE, BRENDA, JOIL & CHRIS, DRESSED IN RAGS
BEATING LJP CB A BOY, NAT JOffiS. ALL OF THE KIDS ARE WITHIN
A YEAR OR TWO OF EACH OTHER EXCEPT JOJI WEK) IS ABOUT EIGHT.
NAT IS Slow IN REACnC^r AND DOESN'T KLOir BACK. HE ALSO IS

DRESSED SHABBY.

KET.T.T YELLS AT THEM, HCWEVER, THEY

CONTINUE TO BEAT UP THE BOY.

CME OF THE KLDS.
BOY RUNS OFF.

KELLL THEN HUNS AND JUMPS ON

AS THE ATTENTION IS TURNED TO KELLI, THE

THE FIGHT IS ON AND THE GANG IS SURPRISED AT

HCW WELL KELLL FlOnS AND FINALLY RUN OFF LEAVING KELLI C»J
THE GROUND.

DARCI HELPS KET.T.T UP.
DARCI

Are you alri^t? (NOT WAITING FOR AN ANSWER)
learn to fi^t lUce that?

Where'd ydu

KET.T.T

There were a lot of boys on the street vhere I used to
live.
DARCI

Wow! I've never known anyone that G»uld fi^t like that.
Have you ever thou^t about becxstiing a big time wrestler,
like those on TV?
KELLI

Don't be silly....don't ya think I should get throu^
jijnior hi^ before I become a big time wrestler.
(THINKING) Yet, I sorta like the idea. How does "Kelli the
Masterful" sound?
DARCI

Awful!
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KKTiTiT

You're ri^t. (CHANGING IHCOGHTS)

Darci, viio were those

kids?
DARCI

The boy is Nat Jones and the girls are the Gordon sisters.
I wouldn't get mixed
with any of them.
KEHJ

Why? That boy looked like he just lost his best friend.
DARCI

I don't think he has any to lose.
KRT-T.T

Why?
DARCI

I don't know, maybe it's because he's.....well, he's.....
VFJJJ

He's vhat?
DARCI

He's kinda retarded!
KFIiT.T

How do you know that?
DARCI

Well he never says anything. He jxast stares at you. He
gives me gobsebuitps vhen I see him staring at me.
KEUiI

I don't know if staring is something that qualifies a
person to be labeled "retarded." Anyway, I still don't
understand why those kids were beating
on him?
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EftRCI

I don't know. That's the way the Gordon sisters do things
and Nat is one of their regular targets.
KELU;

You mean, this happens all the time?
DM^CI

At least most of the time. Hey come on, you've just got
here. You can't start worrying about the viiole town on
your first day.
KFITT.T

I guess you're ri^t. I just don't like pecple picking on
other people because they're different. Come on, let's get
to the store.
SCENE 6

THE SCENE TAKES PIACE OUTSIDE A GROCERY STORE.
BAG LADY AND HER CART OUTSIDE.
RAGS.

WE SEE A

SHE IS OID AND WEARING

HER HAIR IS A MESS AND SHE IS DIRTY.

AS TEffi GIRLS

WALK UP, THE LADY APPROACHES IHEM.
DARCI

Kelli, that Bag Lacfy is catling over to us.
KELLI

Yeah, so vdiat's the problem?
DARCI

itKDther told me to say away from them. They're dirty and
you don't know viiere they've been or vAiat they've touched.
KELLI

So, they don't know vhere we've been or vhat we've touched
either. Besides, ^e looks like something is wrong.
BAG lADY

(AS SHE APEROACHES THE GIRLS) You girls have any money you
could spare? I haven't had anything to eat in days.
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DftRCI

(TO KKTiTiT) She's actually talking to las!
KEMJ

(TO DM?CI) Yeah. Isn't it exciting? (TO BAG lADY) You
haven't eaten in days?
BAG lADY

Yeah, went to look for it and it was gone. Somebody stole
all the money I had.
KFT.T.T

(CHECKING HER POCKETS) I only have.....(COUNTING IT

OUT)..forty....fifty

one...two...three. Fifty-three

cents. (HANDING IT TO THE BAG lADY) You can have it all.
(KKT.TiT IDOKS AT DARCI)
DARCI

All I have is the money ny mother gave me for milk and
bread. (KKT.T.T IDOKS AT HER SOyiE MORE) (Si, I guess ^e can
have it. wa^iDe I can tell my mother I lost it or
sontiething.
BAG lADY

(TO DARCI) I can't take the money and have you lie to your
mother. (TO KETTT) Thank you for the 53 cents. Mai±)e

someday I can do something kind for you. (SHE LEAVES. WE
SEE HER IN THE BACK GROUND ASKING SCME OTHER GIRLS FOR
MONEY. THOSE GIRLS ARE THE SAME AGE AS KELLL AND DARCI AND
DRESS IN DESIGNER CLOTHES. WE CAN SEE THEM LAUGHING AT THE

BAG LADY AS KFT.T.T AND DARCY TALK)
KELLL

See, she wasn't so bad.
DARCI

She reminds me of a Grandmother.
KELLE

Ma^tie ^e is.
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Ee^ci

I vronder vdiere all those bag ladies and men come from
anyway.

(AT THIS POINT WE HEAR A IDT OF lAUGHENG FROM THE

GIRLS IN THE BACKGROUND AND THE BAG lADY APPEARS HURT BY

THE WORDS SPOKEN.

AS KELLI AND DARCI ITSTEN, THE CAMERA

ZOCMS IN PAST THEM TO THE ACTION. TRACY, ANNIE, lOREPIA,
SALLY AND MONICA HAVE SURROUNDED THE BAG lADY)
TRACY

(OBVIOUSLY SHE IS THE LEADER.

SHE IS STRONG IN HER WORDS

WITH NASTY STRESSED TO THE LIMIT) Let me get this
strai^it. You, a bag la<^ to the hilt, want roe and ity
friends to give you some money?
BAG lADY

I'm so hungry. I haven't eaten in so long.
TRACY

Why don't you go oxit and get yourself a jc±) instead of
begging frcm kids?
BAG lADY

Would you or your parents hire an old la<^ like roe?
TRACY

Of course not. Who'd want someone like you around. It's
people like you that put a new meaning to the word filthy.
(TRACY'S FRIENDS lAUGH) Don't you ever take a bath or put
on clean clothes?
BAG lADY

I would if I had clean clothes and a place to take a bath.
TRACY

Hiere're homes for pecple like you. Why don't you go there
so decent people don't have to look at you?
BAG lADY

Ch yeah, tent city. A wonderful place. Are you telling me
you don't have any money you can spare?
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TBAd

I have plenty of money. But I sure am not going to give
any to you or your kind. I'd rather flu^ it down the
toilet.

(TRACY AND HER FRIENDS JUST ROAR IN lAUOHER AS

IHE BAG lADY SIDWLY WALKS OFF.

TRACY NCW SEES DARCY AND

WALKS UP TO DARCI AND KETT.T) Did you see that. That old
bag lady just ask^ us for money. Can you imagine someDne
giving money to her? Ihey would have to be as crazy as she
is.

kelli

Well I guess I'm as crazy because I gave her sane money.
And vdiat's more, I would give her some more if I had it.
(KELLT PUSHES PAST TRACY AND HER FKCENDS. DARCI IS STILL
STANDING WITH TRACY AND HER FRIENDS)
TRACY

Who does that girl think ^e is, Mbther Theresa?
DARCI

No, just soneone v^o cares about people. Sornething you
wouldn't know anything about. (SHE STAEOS TO WALK PAST
TRACY)
TRACY

Hey Miss Priss. You'd better be careful with the way you
talk to me. Remember, I know you're planning on trying out
for cheerleading and you know that I'm the one vho chooses
vho makes the squad and vho doesn't. Keep that in mind
vhen you think about vhat type of friends you take up with.

(SHE LAUGHS. TO HER FRIENDS) Come on girls, this place is
beginning to smell.

(IHEY LEAVE)
KELLC

(TO DARCI) Ihanks for sticking
for me. Only I think you
just blew your chance of itaking the cheerleading squad.
DARCI

Don't worry about that. I don't think I would have made it
anyway. Tracy always chooses her Tracettes.
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KEHJ

Tracettes?
DARGI

That's viiat I call those girls vdio always hang around her.
They're like her pi:5)pets, you know, marionettes.
ctt-t-t

That name fits the bill, that's for sure.
DARd

Kelli, I don't know v^y I'm telling you this, but I do have
some extra money pinned to ny slip.
CTT.T.T

So why are you telling me?
DARCI

I thcHi^t you could give it to the bag lady. It isn't
much, but maybe ^e can at lease eat today.
KElli

I think it would be better if you gave it to her. After
all, it is your money. (WE CAN SEE THE BAG lADY SITTING
KMT IN THE BAa«3R0UND)
DARO:

Are you sure you won't do it?
KFT.T.T

I think it should come from you.
(KELLI AND DARCI LOOK AT EACH OTHER AND THEN TO THE BAG
lADY.

DARCI LOOKS BACK AT KELLE WHO SMILES AND NODS HER

HEAD YES.

DARCI UN-PINS THE MONEY FRCM HER SLIP AND THEN

WALKS OVER TO THE BAC3 lADY,

AS IF KELLE WAS LISTENING IN

Cai A OCaWERSATTON, WE SEE BUT CAN'T HEAR AS DARCI HANDS THE
MCaJEY TO THE BAG EADY.

THE EADY TAKES THE MCaffiY, STARES AT

IT FOR A MayiENT AND THEN HUGS DARCI.
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THE EADY IS SEEN

WALKING\aS3AY AS DARCI OOyES BACK TO KETT.T.

DARCI HAS TEARS

IN HER EYES)
DARCI

Ihe bag
had tears in her eyes. She reminded me of a
real person with real feelings.
KELLI

She is Darci....and so are you. Now let's get that milk
and bread you came after before our parents send out a
seaixii party. (IHEY START INTO IHE STORE)
SCENE 7

SAME LOCATION AS SCENE 5, IN THE ALLEY BEHIND KELLC'S
HOUSE.

KELLI AND DARCI ARE WALKING BACK FRCM THE STORE

WITH THE MILK AND BREAD IN A SACK.

AS THE GIRLS TURN THE

CORNER THEY SEE NAT SITTING BY THE TRAIL. HE LOOKS UP AS
THE GIRLS APEROACH. WHEN THE GIRLS SEE HIM THEY SLOW DOWN

THEIR WALKING PACE.

AS THE GIRLS CTT CLOSER, NAT STANDS UP

AND SLOWLY BACKS UP AND LOOKS AS IF HE WAS GOING TO RUN OFF
KELLI

Wait, don't run away.
going to hurt you.

It's just me and Darci.

We're not

DARCI

Kelli, I don't think he can talk.
KELLI

How do you know? Have you ever talked to him?
DARCI

No....I've just never heard him say anything.
KELLE

Maybe he's never had someone to talk to or something to
talk about. (TO NAT. OOyilNG CLOSER TO HIM AS SHE SPEAKS)
Nat....can I call you Nat? (HE NODS HIS APERDVAL SLOWLY)
Nat, Darci and I want to be your friend. (THERE IS A PAUSE
AS NAT LOOEB AT THE GIRLS)
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NAT

(SPEAKING VERY SLOWLY AS IF TRYING TO FIND THE RIGHT WORDS.

TO KELLI) What...is....you're....name?
krttt

Kelli....Kelli Olson. I just moved here from Ohio.
NAT

O..hi..o?
KELLI

That's a long, long ways from here.
DARCI

(TO KELLI) I wouldn't have believed it if I hadn't seen and
heard it with iry own eyes and ears. Nat is actually
talking to you.
KELLI

(TO DARCI) He'd talk to you too, if you'd let him.
DARCI

(TO NAT) Hi Nat, I'm Darci.
NAT

(TO DARd) I...know.,.you. You...the...pretty...girl.
I...see...you...vAien...you...don....'t...see...me!
DARd

(TO KELLI) What does he mean?
KELLI

(TO DARd) I think he thinks your pretty and watches you
when you don't see him. Remeniber the staring. (TO NAT)
Can Darci and I be your friend?
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NAT

Fr..i...ends.

I...would...like...that.

You...and...me...fr..1...ends. I...gotta...go...now.
See...you...later...fr..1...ends. (HE TORNS TO GO AS THE
GIRtS WATCH. HE THEN STOPS, TORNS BACK TO THE GIRIS)
Thank....you. (HE LEAVES)
DARCI

You know Kelli. I've learned more about the pec^le in this
tcwn in this past hour than I have the viiole time I've
lived here. Are you always like this?
KETiTiT

Oh no.

Usually, I'm mucJi worse. (SHE WALKS OFF AS DARCI

JUST IJDOKS AT HER, SHRUGS HER SHOUIDER AND RUNS TO CATCH UP

TO KELLE)
SCENE 8
A FEW MINUTES AFTER SCENE 7.

KELLI'S HOUSE.

TAKES PIACE IN FRONT OF

DARCI STTLL HAS THE BAG OF POOD
DARCI

Well, at least we made it back to your house. I'd better
get this milk home before it sours. Hey, you wanna go to
Parris Hill Park this afternoon?
KELLI

Why not? Ma^^ we can get into a baseball game or
something.
DARCI

(NOT THINKING THAT IS SUCH A GREAT IDEA) I was thiriking
more about you showing me some of those song and dance
routines you did with the Rainbow Kids.
KELLE

Sure, we can do that. But, ma^De you'd better wear
something different than that outfit (INDICATING DAE^CI'S
ES^ESS).
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DRRCI

Ok. I'll cxame by your house after Ivtnch.

Eiye.

KEHI

See ya later.

(AS DARCI IS LEAVING^ KETIT'S MDTKER CCMES

OUT) Oh, hi mom.
MOTHER

Hi honey, anything interesting hajpen viiile you were gone?
KET.T.T

Not really. What's there to eat? I'm starved. Hey, is it
ok if I go witli Darci to the park this afternoon?
MOTEIER

I su^jpose it would be alright. Who kno&K, you mi^t meet
some interesting people and make some new friends there.
kfttt

Yeah, itaybe.
THEY WALK INTO THE HOUSE AND SCENE GOES TO BLACK
SCENE 9A

THIS SCENE TAKES PIACE IN THE PARK.

KELLI IS WEARING THE

SAME OUTFIT SHE HAD CN AT THE BEGINNING OF THE DAY.

DARCI

IS WEARING ANOTHER OUTFIT, EXCEPT IT IS ANOTHER DRESS.
KRTT.T

Darci, v^en I suggested that you wear something different,
I was thinking more in the line of shorts or leotards.
DARCI

But, I don't have anything else but dresses.
KELLE

You are one of a kind Darci Jackson.
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DARCn

I'm me, and that's all I want to be.
AT THIS jyOVENT SISSIE AND HER SISTERS CXME INTO VIEW AND
SURROUND KELLI AND DARCI.
DARCI

Kelli, do you think that we're in trouble?
KELLI

I would think that mi^t be a good assuirption.
DARCI

What are we going to do?
KELLI

I was just going to ask you that same question.
WITH EACH CCMffiNT THE GIRIS CIDSE IN TO KELLI AND DARCI
SISSIE

Well, well. If it isn't Miss prim and proper Jackson and
her boyfriend....meathead.
KELLI

I'm not a boy, I'm a girl and iry name isn't meathead.
SISSIE

Oh pardon me....1 ^ould have said mud because that is viiat
your face is going to look like vdien we're fini^ed with
it.
KELLI

Now look, we don't want any trouble.
BE?ENDA

You ^ould have thou^t about that before you stuck your
nose in v^ere it doesn't belong.
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JQNI

Yeah, you're makin' us look bad.

We didn't make you look bad, you did....(REAUZING TEIAT SHE
TALKED BACK TO THE GORIX»I SISTERS FOR THE FIRST TIME)...1
mean.

KFT.T.T

Darci's ri^t. You're the punks causing the trouble.
CHRIS

Did you hear that Sissie, ^e called las punks.
SISSIE

Yeah, I heard. (TO KELLT) You got nerve talking to us like
that. Don't you know we could tear you to pieces?
KELLil

Sure, but I figure you're going to do that regardless of
vhat I say and I won't give you the satisfaction of
thinking your scaring us.
DARCI

(TO KFTiTiT) They're scaring me!
BE^ENDA

Let's get 'em Sissie.
SISSIE

Right!
AS THE GORDON SISTERS START CLOSER, DARCI SCREAMS, FALLS
DOWNS AND COVERS HER EYES.

THE GORDCM SISTERS ALL GO FOR

KELLT AND THE FIGHT IS ON AGAIN.

JUST AS THEY ARE ABOUT TO

GET HER DOWN, NAT COyiES OUT OF THE BUSHES AND JOINS IN THE
FIGHT. JCaiL, CHRIS AND H^ENDA ARE KNOCKED DOWN, SISSIE
FLATTENS NAT AND THEN TORNS TOWARDS KELLL.

AS SISSIE TURNS

SHE HAS A KNIFE IN HER HAND AND STARTS TO WALK CLOSER TO
KELLI.
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KKT.T.T

(SISSIE aWINUES TO WOK TCWARDS KEIU:.

gets hurt?

don't you put that thing down before saneone

Sissie,

DARCI

KXDKS UP AND SEES WHAT IS GOING ON, SCREAMS AND THEN HIDES
HER EYES AGAIN. KFT.T.T (SETS BACKED UP AGAINST A TREE AS
SISSIE MOVES CLOSER AND CLOSER. JUST AS IT lOOKS LIKE
SISSIE IS GOING TO STAB KELLE

SISSIE BREAKS INTO A BIG

SMILE)
SISSIE

I had you going there, didn't I?
you?

You were scared, weren't

KELLE

(NOT SURE OF WHAT TO MAKE OF THE SnUATIOJ) Yes, I can
honestly say you did....or do.
SISSIE

(KriTlNG THE KNiFE AWAY) Don't worry, I'm not going to hurt
you. You're the first person vftio ever stood
to me?
KELLE

Som^ow that doesn't surprise me (STILL NOT SURE OF WHAT IS
GOING ON).
SISSIE

You wanna join my gang?
KFTiTiT

I......don't....think so. I would like to be your friend
thou^....with one condition.
SISSIE

Already ^e's making conditions. Nobocfy makes conditions
to Sissie Gordon. (PAUSE) Alri^t, viiat condition?
KELLE

You leave Nat alone and all the other pecple around here.
Someone could get hurt.
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SISSIE

So vihat if they do?
KFTiT.T

Let me put it to you this way.
sisters, ri^t?

You're the leader for your

SISSIE

Yeah, vtot's the point?
KRT.T.T

Ok then, say you did hurt someone. They tell the oops
about you. Ihe cops come and pick you up. Now viio's going
to watch out for your sisters. No one will. Ihe county
ccxnes and puts them in foster homes. You're in juvenile
hall so you can't do anything about it.
SISSIE

Yeah, that makes sense.

AT THIS TIME TRACY AND HER GROUP OCME UP.
TRACY

(TO DAE^CI) I see you're still tracing it Darci. Too bad.
You're pretty enou^ to be one of us. But you can kiss off
any chance of doing that.
DARCI

I wouldn't want to be one of your groijpies. Besides, Kelli
and I belong to a group that is more talented than your
ch^rleading group will ever be.
TRACY

That'll be the day.

You know we always win any conopetition

we enter.
DARCI

Maybe in the past, but no more....turkey lips.
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1RACT

So

don't you put your groi;^) vSiere you mouth is....on

the line.
CfiRCI

Anytime, ary place, fuzz face.
TRACY

Oodh the names. I can see your Ipoyfriend and those other
cxeej® over there have rul±)ed off on you.
SISSIE

(HJIUNG HER KNIFE. TO KETTiT)
for you?

Want me to cut her nose off

KELLT

(TO SISSIE) No I don't think that will be necessary.
EARCI

(TO TRACY) What did you have in mind?
TRACY

How about the talent contest the youth center is putting
on. The audience can be the judge, if they don't boo you
off the stage before you begin. (TO HER GROUP) Come on
girls, it's getting a little thick around here. Let's go
cheer for Bc±)by and his baseball team. (THEY EXIT lAUGKCNG)
NAT

(REFERRING TO TRACY'S GROUP)
Nat...don't...like...those...girls.
KELLT

I think Darci would agree with you on that one. (TO DARCI)
You sure told her off....however, vhat's this about us
having a performing group?
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ECVRCI

C4i, I had to say something.

Couldn't we put something

together for the talent ^ow?
AS SHE SAYS THIS, THERE IS SCME OCMyiOTiai AND THEY ALL IDOK
TO THE DIRECnC»I TRACY AND HER GROUP HAD GCa®.
SCENE 9B

ACTIOT IS NEAR BALL FTETD.

TRACY AND HER GROUP ARE THERE

AND SO ARE SEVERAL BOYS IN BASEBALL UNIFORMS.

ANOTHER BOY,

SHORT AND WITH GLASSES, IS STANDING CLOSE AND IS lOOKING
DEJECTED.
BOBBY

(TO THE BOY) And don't ever cxxie around here again
thinking you can play baseball with xas. Why don't you go
someplace and play with the girls at the dance studio or
something more your speed. (TO TRACY AND THE REST OF THEIR
GROUP) Imagine that, Jason Wallerman actually asked me if
he could play b^eball with us.
TRACY

What is this town coming to? Some pecple don't know their
place in life (GLANCING TCWARDS KELLI).
BOBBY

Sometimes people like us have to take the dirty work and
make sure people stay vAiere there own kind. I'm sorry you
had to witness this, Tracy. I know it must have i;5^t you.

TRACY

Oh it did, but I can't be Weltered all iry life. Come on
Bobby. I can't wait to watch you beat the Dodgers today.
(AS THEY LEAVE TRACY PUTS HER AIM IN HIS AND THE SNOTTY
GROUPS WALK OFF. JASC»I STAND THERE AND LOOKS SADLY AT THEM
WALK AWAY. WITHOUT JASON SEEING THEM, KELLL, DARCI,

SISSIE, ERENDA, JONI AND NAT ARE BEHIND HEM)
KELLE

(TO JASON) Not a very nice groi:^) of kids, are they? (NOT
WATTING FOR A RESPONSE) Are you alri^t?
■
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JASOJ

I'm ok. I just wanted to play some baseball.

Uiey didn't

have to make fun of me because I like to dance.
KFT.T.T & D^RCI
You know how to dance?
JASCM

Yes, but don't you go making fun of me or I'll....I'll oh I
don't know what I'd do, but I'd do it.
KETiTiT

We're not going to make fun of you. As matter of fact, I
think we could become good friends.
JASC»J

You do?
DARCI

If ^e says so, you will become her friend even if it kills
you.
JASON

(TO NAT) What are they talking about? (NAT JUST SHRUGS HIS
SHOOIDERS AND SMILES)
KEUI

Let me tell you this....vhat did you say your name is?
JASOJ

Jason.
KEUI

You see Jason....Darci, Sissie, Brenda, Joni and I (SEEING
NAT) and Nat (NAT SMILES) are starting to put together a
little performing groip....and we'd like to have you join
us.
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JASC»I

Ycai mean, a song and dance group?
KELLI

Exactly.
JASOT

What do you call this groi:®) of yours?
KEIiLI

(APPARENTLY THINKING AND THEN WHILE IDOKING AT THE GROUP A

LIGHT CXayES ON IN HER H?AIN) The Misfits.
DARd

(ADDING TO IT) Kelli and the Misfits. (DARCI, SISSIE,
ERENDA, JCm AND NAT ABIIB CCMMENTS ABOUT THAT BEING A

PEElFECr NAME)
JASON

Sounds good to me.

When do we start?
KELLI

Ri^t now. (THEY START WALKING AWAY) What do you kids know
about the 50's.
DARCI

Ihe girls wore petticoats and poodle skirts.
SISSIE

There were lots and lots of street gangs.
JASCW

Happy Days.
NAT

The....Fonze....Hey....(DOES TEffi PCa^ZE THUMB UP ROUTINE)
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KELLI

(KEGHT TO THE C^AMEKA) The Misfits....a good name and I
think I've got ity work cut out for me.
THE GROUP STARTS TO WALK AWAY FROM THE CAMERA.

AS THEY DO,

JASON TRIPS AND THE KIDS HELP HIM UP.
KELLI

Are you really a dancer Jason?
THE KIDS CONTINUE TO WAIK AWAY.
SCENE 10

ACnON TAKES PLACE IN KELLE'S BACKYARD. KELLI, DARCI,
SISSIE, BRENDA, JONI, CHRIS, NAT AND JASON ARE WORKING C»J
SCME DANCE STEPS.

THEY DO NOT LOOK VERY GOOD AT ALL.
KELEI

Ok kids, let's try it again. We only got a coi:5)le days
left until the talent show and we can't seem to get
anything together. Tracy could be ri^t and the audience
could boo us frcan here to kingdom come.
DARCI

We're lousy.
NAT

Wa..it...a...min..u..te!

You....can...'t....qui...t.

You...can...'t...let...those...kids....wiiiin.
SISSIE

Nats' ri^t. We've been losers

til now.

But that could

all change if we win this contest.
jAscai

I heard a TV station will be there aixi mi^t use some of
the talent for a special TV show. I'm sure the winner will
be on it.
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JONI

And that winner will be US!
KEHJ;

That's viiat I like....enthusiasm.

Let's get back to work.

MOTHER

(ENTERING BACaOfflRD. EMILY IS WITH HER) Hi kids. (THE KIDS
ALL SAY HI BACK. TO KET.T.T) Kelli, your father and I are
thinking about having a little cookout 15) past Running
Springs today. Nothing great, just some hotdogs and chips.
Do you think your friends would like to go?
KELLI

I'll ask. (BEFORE SHE CAN EVEN START TO ASK)
ALL THE KIDS

ADLIB YES, SURE WOUID LIKE TO GO, GOT TO TELL MY MOTHER,
ETC.

KELLI

(TO HER MOTHER) I think the answer is yes.
MOTHER

I got that iitpression too! Why don't you let the kids call
their parents.
kelli

Ok Mom. Oh, by the way. Thank you for volunteering to
make those 50s outfits for xas.
MOTHER

I'm glad I could help. (SHE EXITS)
KELLI

Ok, let's get cleaned i;^). Jason, take the tape recorder
with us. We can practice at the picnic. (GROANS ARE HEARD
ERCM THE KIDS. TO CAMERA) I love taking ccanmand.
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SCENE 11
THE VAN puns UP TO A CAMP SIGHT IN THE MOUNTAINS.

AFTER

THE VAN STOPS THE KIDS CXM: OUT.
KEIIiI

Hey this is great. (CAMERA DOES A FUIL PAN OF AREA WHEOI IS
JUST BEAUTIFUL) No one around for miles to hear our music.
I jvist hope the batteries hold out.
SISSIE

(CHECKING TAPE MACHINE) Hey this doesn't work. The
batteries must be dead.
JASON

How can they be.....(SISSIE CTASPS HER HAND OVER HIS MOUTH
AND SMIIES)
KETiT.T

(LOOKING AT TAPE PLAYER) Hey, the batteries are gone. I
could have sworn I put new ones in.
SISSIE

I guess we'll just have to take a break. Too bad, I was
really looking forward to dancing iry shoes off (DOES A
BOOG-A-LOO).
TRACY

(ENTERING WITH HER TROUPE) Well, look vho the Rangers let
in. The bottom of the barrel* (HER FRIENDS LAUGH) You

can't go anyvhere without low-lifes following you. Come on
girls, I know a place with a great view. Bobby and I went
there once and....well you don't need to know anymore. (HER
FRIENDS GIGGLE AS THEY ALL WALK OFF)
SISSIE

(PULLING THEM OUT OF HER POCKETS) Look vhat I have here,
batteries. Now I wonder vhere they cane from?
DARCI

Who cares.

Let's rehearse.

I want to beat those creeps.
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THE MUSIC OOyiES ONE AND EVERYC»JE STARTS TO GET INTO UNE
AND DANCE.

THEY STTLL LOOK BAD.

WHIEE THIS IS HAPPENING

THE CAMERA WILL DO A 360 DEGREE TURN AND AS IT CCMES BACK
TO THE KLDS THEY ARE ALL lAYING OJ THE GROUND

TIRED.

SCENE 12

ANNIE, lORETTA AND MONICA ENTER RUNNING.

THEIR CLOTHES AE?E

TORN AND DIRTY AS ARE THEIR FACES AND HAIR.
ANNIE

Help

you've got to help us.
KELLE

(JUMPING UP)

What's the matter?
SISSIE

(TO KELLI) Be careful, it could be a tricdc.
LORETTA

It's Tracy, she missing!
DARCI

Missing?
MONICA

Yeah.

We were going for a walk to see the spot ^e told us

about.
SALLY

We must have walked forever.
LORETTA

Before long we were lost.
JASC»J

lost?
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MDNICa

Where are your parents?

We need help.
KFTiTiT

Dad went back into town to get some marshmallows and iny
Mean is out walking with Shawn. What's wrong?
IDRETTA

(CRYING) New, vAiat are we going to do?
KEHJ

What's wrong?

(LDOKCNG AROUND) Where's Tracy?
SAIIiY

That's just it. She told us to wait viiere we were and ^e
would go and get help. We did that and vdien ^e didn't
come baek, we got scared and finally found our way back
here.
MCmCA

Tracy is out there alone in the woods.
IDRETIA

(CRYING AGAIN) What are we going to do?

We're going to find her, that's vhat we're going to do! (TO
ANNIE) Where did ^e leave you?
ANNIE

About a mile off the old Silver Springs trail.
DARCI

I know vdiere that is.
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K-RTT.T

Gocxi. Ok. Darci, you cxane with Annie and me. Sissie, you
go find iry Mom. Tell her viiat's going on. (POINTS TO
lOOKOUT TCWER) Jason and Nat, you climb
to the Ranger's
lookout tower and tell them. The rest of you kids stay
here.

We don't want to lose anyone else.
JASOT

We're off. (THEY START UP TRAIL)
CHRIS

(TO KFIT.T, DARCI AND ANNIE) Be careful.
KELLI

We will. (KELLI, DARCI AND ANNIE START DCWN THE OTHER
TRAIL)
SCENE 13

MCMTAGE OF SHOTS GOING THROUGH WOODS, OUT OF BUSHES, CROSS
CREEKS.

THE GIRIS WILL BE ADLTBING ABOUT SITUATION.

AS

THE GIRIS MOVE FRCM SHOT TO SHOT THEY ARE GETTING DIRTIER

AND DIRTIER.

DARCI OCMPIAINS ABOUT BEING A MESS, ETC.
SCENE 14

DARCI

Kelli....I don't know. I'm beginning to think that we're
lost too!
ANNIE

It sure looks like it to me too. And it's beginning to get
dark.
KELLE

(NOT OVERLY SURE BUT MORE TO REASSURE THE GIRIS) It is
beginning to get a little dark. But we can't leave with
Tracy out there....alone!
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DARCI

I guess not. But Kelli, do you think Tracy would do all
this for you?
kehj:

I don't know, but that isn't the point. The point is that
She is lost and maite hurt. We don't want a wild aniroal to
get her.
DM4CI

Wild animal?

(WE HEAR SOyiE MOANING AND ALL THE GIRIS STOP AND USTEN)
KELLC

Did you hear that?
DARGI

Was that some kind of a wild animal?
KELLI

SssSh. I want to listen for it again.
THE NOISE IS HEARD AGAIN

ANNIE

I heard it. It sounds like Tracy.
KELLI

Cexne on. It sounds like it's coming frcam cfver here.
KELLI AND ANNIE RUN TOWARDS THE SOtJND.

DARGI IS LOOKING

THE OTHER WAY AND WHEN SHE SEES THE GIRIS ARE GC»ilE SHE RUNS
AFTER THEM.

SCENE 15

WE SEE KELLI, ANNIE AND DARGI RUN UP AND THEN AS WE PAN WE
SEE TRACY ON IHE GROUND.

IT IS APPARENT SHE HAS FALLEN OFF

A ROCK AND HAS INJURED HER HEAD.
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SHE IS OUT OOIL.

■■ ■ANNIE-:

■

(fOINTING t6 TRACT) TSiere ^e is!

HMT OVER TO

HER)

,

■- : ■ KFT.T.T

(AFTER IDOKING Hp OVER) She'I alivhr but looKs like She
■

; ■ ■ ■ ;.■ ■ CARCI- ;■■: ■

What're we going to do, we don't even have a first aid kit.
CTnr.T.T

.

We've got to remain calm and think. First thing we have to
do is step the bleeding. (IHINKING. THEN NOTICES DARCI IS
WEAE?ING A DE?ESS) Darci, do you have a slip on?

This is a heck of a time to tease me about me wearing a
dress.

^ ■ '- TCRT-T'T V-

Just answer me.

Are you wearing a slip?

v.,

EARCI

Well...yesIam. Idon't get it
kpt.t.t

Take it off.
DftRCI

What?
KELLI

Don't ask questions.

Take your slip off!
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DRRCn

Ok. I still don't know vtot your doing. (SHE TAKES HER
SUP OFF AND HANDS IT TO KFTTT WHO TEARS IT INTO PIECES) Oh

great, ity mother is going to love this. (KELtl IHEN MAKES A
GAUZE OUT OF ONE PIECE AND WRAPS ANOTHER PIECE AROUND

TRACY'S HEAD)
KRT.T.T

Got to think of something that will hold this on.
ANNIE

How about the elastic in the slip?
KET.T.T

Great idea.
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DARCI

Well so much for that slip!
KFTiTiT

(AS SHE FINISHES) There, that should hold it.
ANNIE

(TRACY STARTS SHIVERING) Kelli, vhy is Tracy shivering so
much? It's not cold out.
KELU

She looks like she mi^t be going into shock. We've got to
find something to keep her warm and then get her out
quickly.
ANNIE

Hey, I saw an old jacket in the woods. Maihe that will
help.
KELLI

Go get it Annie. (ANNIE RUNS OFF)
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DM?CI

Is

going to be ok Kelli?
KELUE

I hc^ so.
ANNIE

(CA[?RYING AN Om JAOCET EXACTLY UKE THE Ca® THE BAG lADY
WAS WEAECENG) Will this do?
kelli

That's great. (SHE KITS THE JAGKBT OVER TEACY)
EARCI

(lOOKENG AT JACKET AND THEN TO KELLJ) Kelli, that jacket
looks like the or^ the Bag Lady was wearing.
KELLI

Yes it does....a little. (SHE ETNI^IES KTTING THE JACKET
ON TRACY)

There.
ANNIE

Kelli, how are we going to get out of here?
KELLI

We'll be alri^t. You girls stay here with Tracy. I'm
going x:p the hill and see if I <3an find our trail back.
DARCI

Don't go too far.
SCENE 16

KELLI CLIMBS UP THE HILL.

WHEN SHE REACHES THE TOP SHE

STARTS TO LOOK AROUND AND AS SHE TURNS SHE OOVIES FACE TO
FACE WITH THE BAG lADY.

THIS SCARES HER.

HER OCMEOSURE BACK.
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AFTER SHE GETS

KEUiI

You scared ine.
BAG lADY

I'm sorry. I didn't mean to.
KEHI

(NOTICING TEJE LADY DID NOT HAVE HER COAT)

Is that your

coat that we found?
BAG lADY

Yes, I wanted you to find it.
KELLI

But vSiy do you want to help her after everything ^e did to
you?
BAG lADY

Why did you help her?
KELLI

(NOT SURE OF WHAT SHE MEANS.

STAMMERING)

Well

^e was

in trouble. Say, do you know how to get us out of here?
BAG lADY

Just follow the trail I leave.
KELLI

Can't we walk with you?
BAG lADY

I don't think that would be a good idea.
KELLI

Why?
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BAG lADY

Don't try and vinderstand.
KELLE

Ok, but this is confusing. (SHE HEADS BACK DOWN OFF IHE
HlIIi)
SCENE 17

AS KELLI ENTERS THE SCENE WE SEE ANNIE AND DARCI ON EACH
SIDE OF TRACY WHO IS NOW AWAKE

DARCI

Kelli, Tracy's awake.
KELLE

Good. (TO TE?ACY) Do you feel like you can walk?
TRACY

I'm alri^t. (SHE STARTS TO GET UP AND THEN FALLS DCWN) I
just feel a little li^t headed.
KELLE

Annie, Darci, do you think that you can carry her if ^e
leans on you?
ANNIE
Sure.

DARCI

let's give it a try.
KELLE

I'm going to lead you out of here.
KELLE STARTS UP THE HILL WITH THE GIRES STRUGGLING BEHIND.
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SCENE 18

AGAIN SEVERAL MCOTAGE SHOTS OF THE KCDS GOING THROUGH THE
WOODS
SCENE 19

LONG aSOT OF THE AREA THE GROUP WAS PICNICKING AT.

THE

CAMERA ZOCMS IN ON KEILI, DARd, ANNIE AND TRACY OOyilNG OUT
OF THE WOODS.

ALL THE REST OF THE GROUP RUNS OVER TO THEM

YELLING AND CHEERING.

TRACY IS TAKEN AWAY AND LAID ON THE

GROUND TO WAIT FOR THE RANGERS AND HEIP.

KELLE'S GROUP

GATHERS AROUND KELLI.
JASOJ

You did it Kelli!
NAT

I....knew...you'd do....it.
ANNIE

(RUNNING IN) Relli, Tracy wants to talk to you.

(THEY

EXIT)
SCENE 20

EVERYONE IS STTLL AROUND TRACY WHO IS miNKENG SOME FLUIDS.
SHE STOPS WHEN SHE SEES KELLI
TRACY

Annie said you saved iry life.
KELET

I did vdiat anyone would do.
TRACY

I just wanted to say......(LONG PAUSE)....that don't think
this is going to get you off the hook. The challenge is
still on and iiy girls and I am going to traiiple you back
into the trash pins vhere you belong. (LOOKING AT THE
COAT) Where did this thing cotne frcam?
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ANNIE

I found it in the woods.

No wonder someone threw it away. Get it off me. (ket.t.t
TAKES THE COAT liDOKS AT IT AND THEN BACK AT TE?ACY) VJhat ace

you loolcing at pea brain. Take that groi^ of trash back to
vhere they belong, the other side of the tracdcs. (KELLE
WALKS AWAY AS TRACY IS TALKING AND DOESN'T LOOK BACK)
SCENE 21
ACTION IS TAKING PLACE AT IHE TALENT CONTEST A FEW DAYS

LATER. TRACY IS NCME THE WORSE FOR HER EXPERIENCE.
A GIRL ENDING UP HER ROUTINE AND THE APPLAUSE. THE

WE SEE

ANNOUNCER COMES ON THE STAGE
ANNOUNCER

For our final talent is a group of young dancers. Please
welcome Sarah, Christi, Tracy, Michelle, Lindsay and Emily.
(THE GIRIS DO THEIR ROUTINE AND THE ANNOUNCER CCMES BACK

ON) Thank you girls. Ladies and Gentlemen lets hear it for
Sarah, Christi, Tracy, Michelle, Lindsay and Emily. And
now have the judges made their final decision. (ACTING AS
IF SHE IS WATTING FOR WORD ABOUT THE WINNER.
HER AN ENVELOPE.

SCMECME HANDS

SHE TAKES HER TIME OPENING AND READING

TT.) Oh ity. We've never had this before. There seems to
be a tie. Yes, a tie between the dance groi^) of Tracy,
Annie, Loretta, Sally and Monica (SHOT OF THE GIRLS
YELLING AND SCREAMING AND OF KKTT.T AND HER FRIENDS

DEJECTED) and Kelli and the Misfits. (SHOT OF KELLL'S GROUP
YELLING AND SCREAMING AND THEN TRACY ANGRY. TO THE JUDGES)
We can't have two winners.

I know.

We'll have a run off.

Do both of you have a second number you can do?
TRACY

Of course. (TO HER FEUEENDS) We can do "Saturday Ni^t."
ANNOUNCER

Good.

(TO KELLI) How about your group.

If you don't I'm

afraid you'd forfeit and Tracy's group would win
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again.

KEUJ

Can you wait a minute? (THINKING AND THEN AS SHE TURNS THE
BAG lADY IS THEE?E) Boy I see you at the strangest places.
Look I'm sorta busy now. Can we talk later?
BAG lADY

Do Hound Dog.
KEUJ

Hound Dog. We've never practiced Hound IDog.
BAG lADY

Ask Jason to be Elvis and do Hound Dog.
KELLE

Jason as Elvis. Are you trying to let Tracy win?
BAG lADY

Jason and Hound Dog.
KEUJ

(SHE TURNS TOWARDS THE GE?OUP AND THEN BACK TO BAG lADY)
Jason and Hound Dog. (THE BAG lADY IS NOW GONE) Why does

she keep doing that. (THE REST OF THE GROUP IS NOW THERE)
DARCI

What're we going to do Kelli? We only practiced one
number.
KELLI

(TO JASON) Jason....do you know the lyrics to Elvis
Presley's Hound Dog?
JASON

Fhow it.

I live and breath Elvis.
KELLI

Do you think you could sing one of his songs?
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JASON

Sure!
SISSIE

What about the rest of \js?

What are we going to do?
KEUJ

I don't really know, but just get out there and act like we
know \«hat were doing.
ANNOUNCER

Kelli and the Misfits. Your time is almost 15). Do you
forfeit the contest?
KEUJ

Not on your life. We're going to do Hound Dog.
ANNOUNCER

Good, please give the audio person your music and let's get
on with it.
KEHJ

(TO HERSEIR) Music...1 forgot all about the music.
ANNOUNCER

Never mind, I see the audio person already has it.
contest begin.

Let the

KETT.T'S GROUP IS CaT STAGE EXCETT FOR JASOJ. KELLI lOOKS
THE MUSIC STARTS AND
jAscar HUNS on stage wmmr his glasses and dressed like
ELVIS. THEY DO THE NUMBER TO A STRONG ROUND OF APPLAUSE.
AROUND AS WONDERING WHERE HE IS.

ANNOUNCER

(OFF STAGE TO TRACY) They're pretty good. But, I know you
girls won the state title with the Saturday Ni^t routine.
I don't think they stand a chance
unless something
happens during your routine.
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TE^CY

Yeah, Aunt Emma, we should win unless something happens.
ANNOUNCER

(BACK C»T STAC^) Ihank you. That was Kelli and the Misfits.
(KEIiLI AND HER GROUP ARE REALLY EXCTIED ABOUT HOW WELL THEY
DID. THEY ARE HUGGING AND KISSING EACH OTHER) And now

ladies and gentlemen. It gives the Youth Center great
pride to introduce to you Tracy, Annie, Loretta and Monica
doing a routine they did vhen they won the state tournament
last month. Here they are, our state champions.
THE MUSIC STARTS AND TRACY'S GROUP IS DOING JUST GREAT. WE
SEE CUTS OF KELLE AND HER GROUP AS THEY WATCH AND SEE HCW
GOOD THE GIRIS AE®.

SISSIE

Well, there goes the title.
NAT

E3on't give vp.
KELLE

Nat, vhat did you say?
NAT

I said, don't give x:®).
KELLE

(GIVING HIM A HUG) Listen to you, you're talldhg clearly.
You're doing it Nat. You're doing it!
KELLE'S GROUP GATHERS AE«XIND NAT AND DISREGARD IHE DANCE

GOING ON nU THE BACKGE«OUND. BACK ON STAGE WE CAN SEE TRACY
SHE TURNS TOWARDS KELLE'S GROUP AND SEES THEM. THE CAMERA
OCMES IN CLOSE ON TRACY.
TRACY V.O.

You'll win, unless something happens.
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THE CAMERA PULLS BACK INTO A IC»JG SHOT.

TRACY AND HER

GROUP ARE STILL DOING GREAT AND THEN TRACY FALLS FLAT ON
HER FACE PULLLNG DOWN ALL HER GIRLS WITH HER.

THE

ANNOUNCER OCiyiES ON STACTl.
ANNOUNCER

Are you girls alri^t?
TRACY

Yes, but I think I twisted ity ankle.
ANNOUNCER

Do you want the music to start over?
TRACY

No, iry ankle hurts too much.
ANNOUNCER

I'm sorry, but I don't have any choice. (TO THE AUDIENCE)
ladies and Gentlemen, beys and girls. The winner of this
year's youth center talent contest is....Kelli and the
Misfits.
KELLL AND HER GROUP I?UN ON STAGE AND IS HAVING A TIME OF
THEIR ITVES. WE SEE TRACY LIMPING OFF
THEN STOPPING AT
THE EDGE OF THE STACa: AND LOOKING UP.

AS OF HER ANKLE WAS JUST PERFECT.
DOORWAY THE BAG LADY STEPS OUT.

TRACY THEN WALKS OFF

AS TRACY NEAI?S THE

THERE IS A PAUSE.

TRACY H?EAKS OUT INTO A SMILE AS DOES THE BAG LADY.
WALKS OUT.

THEN

TRACY

KELLI LOOKS UP AND SEES TRACY WALKING OFF.

AS

TRACY EXITS THE ROCM SHE PASSES THE BAG LADY WHO LOOKS UP
AT KELLL.

THE BAG LADY TURNS AND WALKS INTG THE DARK.

KELLI PAUSES FOR A MGMENT.

SMILES TO HERSELF AND THEN

GOES BACK TO THE OTHER KLDS AND THE EXCITEMENT OF WINNING.
END
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MOTHER:

JACKSON:

SISSIE
JONI

OF

GORDON:

CHRIS

JONES:

BAG

LADY:

KLATT

SQUIRES

RENEE'

RAMIREZ

MICHELLE

GORDON:

NAT

KAY

KIM

GORDON:

SMITH

MC

MELISSA

DONALD

CHAVEZ

BLAIR

DORIS

CRAWFORD

TRACY:

CHARLENE

GONZALEZ

ANNIE:

CECILIA

AGUAYO

MANDY

ORRISON

MONICA:

L O R E T T A:

SUMMER

WILKERSON

SALLY:

RH I ANA

BOBBY:

SHAHN

WHITTED

JASON:

JASON

REEDY

ANNOUNCER:

RAINBOW

GUIRE

ADAMS

LINDA

BAKER

HAREN

KIDS:
S A R A H

M0M S E N

CHRIST I
TRACY

CRAWFORD

MICHELLE
LINDSAY
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MY

WON D E R F U L

AN D

S U P PCRT I VE

DA R C Y

W I F E

JO Y

EE»rXJCnC»I OF "KRTT.T and the MISFnS" IS PART OF A FINAL

MASTER'S IHESIS OF RON JOY. IT SHALL NOT BE COPIED,
ERQADCAST, OR USED IN ANY FORM WUHOOT THE EXPRESS WRTITEN

CmSENT OF RON JOY AND CAUPORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY, SAN
BERNARDINO'S DEPARIMENT OF OMIJNICATICW.
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AUDITION INPOHVIATICN

1. Please sign in and fill out an information form. Keep
this form with you until your called t^xjn.
2. Review the cast list and start thinking about one or two
characters you would be interested in trying out for.
3. Each person trying out will be required to do a cold
reading from the script. In addition, you may be asked to
leam a few dance steps (most of the performers will be
involved in a musical routine).
4. Be sure to review the taping schedule to see if there
will be a problem.

5. Each person will be notified by mail if they have been
cast and vhat character they are.

In addition, due to time

limitation, cast members could be notified by telephone.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

BACKGROUND; Ihe video teleplay is the final project for the
director to receive his master's degree in Family
Broadcasting from Cal State University, San Bernardino. The
script was written by the director especially for this
production and is the fourth film the director has completed
using this format. In addition, the director has been
working with young performers for over 20 years in Arizona,
California, New Jersey, Ohio and Europe. Frcm these areas
many past performers have gone on to successful careers in

films, television, stage ^ows and iradio.
WHO ARE THE DIRECTORS? Ron and Darci Joy.

Both have been

involved in the theater for many years and have appeared in
stage ^ows, television programs, conraercials and films.

WHAT IS THE STORVT.TNF? The basic story is about a young
girl, Kelli, >ho has recently moved to San Bernardino from
Ohio. Eelli is a tomboy vho is rather outspoken and tells
things the way ^e sees them. Kelli is also sensitive to
people and their prchlems which gets her into trouble.
Shortly after arriving in California ^e meets Darci viio is

jxist the opposite. Darci likes wearing dresses and doesn't
like to cause problems. These two team
and with their
compassion help many of the people who are over looked in
today's society. The ability of Kelli and Darci to
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cararaunicate with people of all races and backgrounds brings
the story to a someshat surprising and happy ending.
HOW WILL TOE VIDEO BE TAPED?

All the scenes will be

originally ^ot using a hi^ quality VHS video ^stem. Each
scene will be ^ot using at least three different angles to
allow for the best ^ots and angles to be used. Ihe material
will then be either dubbed onto a 3/4" professional system or
will be edited at the university using a new professional VEiS
editing system.

WILL ANYONE BE PAID FOR THIS? No. Ai^in, this is a CSUSB
Master's project and no one will receive any money from the
show.
DO I HAVE TO PAY ANYIHING TO BE INVOLVED IN THE SHOW? No.

Cast merribers will need to si:pply transportation to the
locations and bring a lunch if it requires a full day of
shooting.
CAN PARENTS OR VISITORS WATCH THE TAPING? Ihey can as long
as the scenes are not interrrpted^ Visitors should be
cleared prior.
CAN I HELP WITH OIHER THINGS OT THE SHOW?

Yes.

The

directors need people to help set vp the scenes, take the
thnes down, move equipment, and help with hair styles and
make-v^j.

DO I NEED TO WEAR make-up? That depends upon your facial
features and vhat the scene calls for. You^ould bring
basic make-i:^) to each shooting to be safe.

WEiAT ABOUT COSTOMING? Costumes will be supplied by the cast
mettbers for the most part. If cannot datain a certain
outfit, the directors will try and find it for you.
WHAT HAPPENS TO THE VIDEO AFTER IT IS CCMPIETED?

The video

will be presented to the Master's committee for review and

consideration. If it is approved, a ccpy of the program will
be submitted to local cable channels for presentation on
public access broadcasting. Another copy will become a
permanent part of the Master's Thesis and kept on file at the
viniversity.
WILL THEE^ BE A SPECIAL SHOWING OF THE VIDEO FOR THE PEOPLE

INVOLVED? Yes. That will be set-ip after everything has been
ccrapleted?
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CRN I GET A C30Py OF THE FINAL PRODUCT? Yes. If you request
a cxjpy of the program and su^jply a blank VHS video tape, a
cx^ will be inade for you.
WILL IHE CAST BE NOTIFIED OF WHEN AND WHERE TOE VTnFT) WTT.T. RK

SHOWN? Yes. Once a date arxi time is set, each talent Mil
be ;natified. ,;
CAN I USE THIS CN MY RESUME^? Yes.

ARE THE DIREXnORS INVOLVED IN ANY OTHER PROGRAMS FOR YOUNG

FERPOBMERS? Yes. They are the directors for a traveling
young performing group called "The Rainbow Kids."
CAN I GET INFORMATION ABOUT THE RAINBOW KEDS? Yes.

the diorectors.
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Just ask

TENTATIVE FlIMING SCEIEDULE
KELLI AND IHE MISFITS
CAST

DATE

TIME

IDCATICTT

SCENES

JAN 26

7 IM

RC»I'S HOUSE

READ THE^J

ALL

JAN 30

9 AM

RON'S HOUSE

3, 5, 8

KELLI,
DARCI &
MOTHER

JAN 30

1 EM

RON'S H3USE

10

KELLE,
DARCI,
GORDONS,
NAT,
JASON,
MOTHER &
EMILY

FEE 6

9 AM

RCM'S HOUSE

1, 2

KELLI,
EMILY &
FEUEND

FEE 20

9 AM

RON'S HOUSE

4, 7

GORDONS,
NAT, KELLI,
& DARd

FEE 20

1 HM

RON'S HOUSE

6

KELLI,
DARCI,
TE^ACY,
ANNIE,
MONICA, EAG
LADY,
IDRETTA,
SALIY

FEE 27

9 AM

PARRIS HILL PARK 9-A

KELLI,
DARCI,
GORDONS,
NAT,
TE?ACY,
ANNIE,
MONICA,
SALLY,
IDRETEA
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EEB 27

NCX»J

PARRIS mili PARK 9-B

SAME AS 9-A
BUT ADD
JASOJ &

BOBBY
MAR 5

9 AM

TO BE SET

GORDONS,
KET.T.T,
DARCI,
JASON, NAT,
TRAGY,

11, 12

MmCA,
ANNIE,
lORETIA,
SALLY

MAR 5

10:30 AM

TO BE SET

19, 20

SAME AS

SCENES
11 & 12
MAR 5

1 m

TO BE SET

13,14,15,
16,17,18

ANNIE,
DARCI,
KETiT.T,
TRACY &
BAG lADY

21 Mar

1 EM

NORTON YOUTH

FULL CAST

21

CENTER

IMPORTANT INFORMATIC»J
1.

OTHER DATES OOUID BE ADDED DEPENDING C»J WEATHER

CONDITIONS AND QUALITY OF TAPING.
2.

CAST MEMBERS INVOLVED IN MUSICAL NUMBERS WILL BE

REQUIRED TO REHEARSE FOR THOSE ROUTINES.

THIS WILL BE

DISCUSSED AT THE FIRST READ IHRU.

3.

PARENTS OR TALENT WITH QPESTIONS CAN ASK THEM ANYTIME.

HOWEVER, We DO REQUEST THAT YOU DCai'T ASK THEM DURING THE
TAPING ITSELF.

4.

COSTUMING WILL BE DISCUSSED DURING THE READ THRU AND A

COSTUME/SCENE BREAKDOWN WILL BE GIVEN OUT AT THAT TIME.

5.

KEEP IN MIND THAT EVERY ACIOIV'ACIRESS AND CREW MEMBER

IS XMEORIIANT TO THE SUCCESS OF THIS VIDEO.

PLEASE KEEP THE
COMMITMENT YOU HAVE STARTED AS IT WOULD BE IMPOSSIBLE TO

RE-SHOOT SCENES IF YOU CHANCT: YOU MIND ONCE IN TAPING.
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6.

IF YOU'RE NOT TAPING AND WOULD IIKE TO ASSIST DARCI OR

WORK CREW, WE WOULD LOVE TO HAVE YOU.
WHAT WILL IT BE LIKE?
DAY OF TAPING YOUR SCENE

1.

AE?RIVE ai LOCATIC»I ON TIME OR A FEW MINUTES EARLY.

NEVER BE LATE.

IF YOU HAVE A PROBLEM, OONTACT RC»I OR DARCI

AT 862-3298.

2.

KNCW YOUR LINES FOR THE SCENES TO BE SHOT.

DON'T WASTE

THE DIRECIORS, CAST AND CREWS TIME WHILE YOU lEARN WHAT IS
GOING or.

IF YOU BELIEVE YOU CAN SAY A LINE MORE NATURALLY

THAN WHAT IS WRITTEN, MENTION IT TO THE DIRECIOR BEFORE THE
SHOOTING STARTS. THE DIRECIORS WHAT TEES ERODUdTC^I TO BE

THE BEST QUALITY AND THE MOST ACCURATE THAT CAN BE DCS®:
GIVEN WHAT BQUIFMENT WE HAVE TO WORK WITH.
3.

BRING SEVERAL OUTFITS TO WEAR AND LET RC^J OR DARCI

CHOOSE THE RIGHT ONE FOR YOU. YOU'LL HAVE AN IDEA IN
ADVANCE OF WHAT TO BRING. IF YOU WEAR THAT OUTFIT IN

SEVERAL SCENES, MAKE SURE YOU NOTE EXACTLY WHAT YOU HAD OI
INCLUDING JEWELRY, SOCKS AND SHOES.
4.

EACH SCENE WILL BE REHEARSED PRIOR TO THE BEGINNING OF

THE SHOOT.

BE PATIENT, BUT BE READY WHEN YOU'RE CALLED.

5. EACH SCENE WILL BE SHOT FRCM AT T.T!A.cpp THREE DIFFERENT
ANGLES. BE PREPARED TO GO OVER AND OVER THE SCENE. WE
DC^'T HAVE THE BUIX3ET FOR A THREE CAMEI?A SET-UP.

6. DARCI OR A CREW MEMBER WILL CHECK EACH TAIENT FOR HAIR
AND MAKE-UP UPON ARRIVAL ON THE SET AND BEFORE EACH SCENE
IS SHOT.

BE SURE AND BRING A BRUSH AND CTNERAL MAKE-UP KIT

WITH YOU.

7.

PLEASE DON'T GET YOUR HAIR CUT DURING THE PRODUCTION OR

MAKE ANY MAJOR CHANGES IN HAIR STYLE.

THIS WOULD CAUSE A

REAL PROBLEM.

8.

DON'T MAKE ANY NOISE WHILE A SCENE IS BEING SHOT.

THE

MIKE BEING USED ARE VERY SENSITIVE AND COULD PICK UP NOISE.
9. MAKE SURE YOU VISIT THE REST ROCM BEFORE WE START
SHOOTING. SOME LOCATIONS MKHT PRESENT A PROBLEM OF
FINDING A REST ROCM.
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10.

YOU CAN BRING a^ACKS TO THE SET.

HOWEVER, KEEP IN

MIND THAT ANY RX)D C»J YOUR TEETH CAN BE PICKED UP BY THE

CAMERA.

IF YOU HAVE TO EAT OR SNACK, BRING A TOOTH H?USH

VJITH YOU TO CLEAN YOUR TEETH AFTERWARDS.

11. ITSTEN TO WHAT THE DIRECIORS TELL YOU. THEY KNOW WHAT
IS GOING ON AND WANT TO MAKE THIS A VERY POSITIVE
EXPERIENCE FOR YOU.

12.

YOU MIGHT WANT TO BRING SCMEIHING TO READ, A GAME TO

PIAY OR SCiyiETHING TO EO WHILE YOU'RE WAITING TO GO ON

CAMERA.

IT IS NOT UNOCMiym FOR TALENT TO WAIT QUITE A

WHILE AS THE CREW SET UP THINGS OR WHIIE ANOTHER SCENE IS
BEING SHOT. THE DIRECIORS CANNOT ENTERTAIN YOU. WE JUST
DCaJ'T HAVE THE TIME.
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January 18, 1988
Dear

,

First I want to thank you for caning and auditioning for
"Kelli and the Misfits." I wasn't es^jecting such a large
crowd of talented young performers.

As a matter of fact,

we had 38 people try out for 15 parts. Ihat's vAiat makes
this letter so hard to write.

Unfortunately, I won't be able to use you in this
production.

You did a st^jer jc±> during the audition,

however, I just couldn't find a part that would fit you
ri^t now.
I am sorry and I do hope that we mi^t be able to work
together sonetime in the future. Thanks for taking the
time to come to the audition and for letting me have the

opportunity to meet you and see your talent.

Ron Joy

P.S. If you're interested in working crew on this video,

please give me a call at 862-3298. Ihanks again.

P.S.S. Don't give up. You've got talent and I think
you'll become a busy actor if you keep going.
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February 16, 1988

I wanted to xjpdate you on the schedule for rehearsals

aM footing of the video. In addition, I wanted to give
directions for the shooting on the mountain scheduled for
March 5th. Here is vhat the next few weeks is going to
lcx>k like.

Fdj 20th shooting has been cancelled and rescheduled for
March 19th. Scenes 4 and 7 will start shooting at 8 am and

scene 6 will begin at 10 am. I'm sorry, but we are running
out of time with the sudden changes. We would like to have
Tracy's grov^ meet at Ron and Darcy's to work on their
<3ance routine. Please bring a tape recorder and cassette
so you can practice the routine at home. Also, wear

cxomfortable clothes to dance in. You may bring your
clothes you plan on wearing in the video to show Darcy.
Fdj 25th need to have Jason, Kelli and Darci meet at ron

ard Darcy's to work on Hound Dog. Work frcan 6:30 pm tin 8
pm.

FeSa 27th will remain the saite.

March 3rd need to have Tracy^'s groi:^! at Ron and Darcy's
from 6:30 pn to 8 pm.

March 5th scenes will be shot near Lake Gregory (see map).

Directions are: Take hi^way 18 and exit at hi^way 138
going towards Crestline. Continue past the stop sign
towards Lake Gregory and you will see an old vhite church
on your left.

The road to the church's left is called "Old

Mill Road." Take that road past the hcmes and you will go
past a water tower on your left, continue on for about 1/2
mile and there will be a dirt road going to the left, take
that. We will be just off the road. I will try and have a
sign out. Darcy and I will be leaving our house about 8 am
if anyone needs to follow us. IMPOKEANT: There are no

bathrooms in the area. Also remember, this is in the

mountains and it does get cold there in the mornings, bring
a warm coat to wear. Once you are completed with your part
of the taping, you are free to go. This is going to be a

difficaalt day and I'll need all the help I can get. Any
parents that can help, Darcy and I would appreciate it.
March 10th and 17th Jason, Kelli and Darci at Ron and
Darcy's 6:30 to 8 EM.
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March 19th Scenes 4 and 7 start at 8 am (sorry). Scene 6
starts at 10 am.

IMPORIRWr Need to see all the "Rainbow

Kids" at 1 pm, kids in "Hound Dog" at 2 pm and Tracy's
grou^ at 3 pm to work all of the musical numbers.

BRING

THE OOSTOMES YOU ARE GOINS TO WEiRR FOR THE DANCE ROUTINES!

March 20th Norton Youth Center from 1 to 6 pm. Please
enter the 3rd and Del Rosa crate.

Youth Center will be a

block in and on your left. Scene 21 will be ^ot. This is

going to be a tricky taping and I need all the help I can
get again. If any parents, brothers and sisters or friends
want to be in the crowd scenes, can sure use them. Ihey
should be ready about 2 pm. The Youth Center's jdione
number is 382-3236.

I'll be scheduling a viewing date and time once I get close
to finishing the aiiting. So far the scenes look great and
all the performers are doing wonderful. I'm sorry we are
having to change things, but sometimes some problems can't
be worked out.

I really appreciate all the work and effort

people are doing and I think you'll be very please with the
outccme.

If you have any problems, please let me know immediately by
calling 862-3298.
Thanks for everything.

Ron
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Jason,

Maroh 14, 1988

Well, only one itKDre weekend and the taping of "Kelli and
the Misfits" will be cotrpleted. With the actual production
coming to a close, I wanted to say thanks for a job well
done. In all the years I've worked with young performers,
I've been extremely iirpressed with this Casts ability and
reliability.

I also wanted to take a moment and give you information
concerning the final days of taping. Here is vAiat we are
looking at.
Need to have Jason, Kelli and Darci from 6:30

to approximately 8 pm at Ron and Darci's. Uiis may be
Sorter if the dance and routine is ready. I need to talk

with the rest of the "misfits" to make sure they know vdiat
they have to do. They may come to the rehearsal if they
like. If not, call me.
Msgch 19th:

Scenes 4 and 7.

We need to start on time at 8

am. The scene will be shot at Ron's. Be ready to go on
time.
March 19th:

Scene 6 will start about 10 am and will meet

at Ron's. We will go to Von's at the comer of Sterling
and Hi^iland and shoot the scene in the back area.
IMPORTANT

NUMBERS.

ALSO ON MARCH 19IH WE WILL RUN ALL THE MUSICAL

MEMBERS OF THE "RATNBOW KIDS" WILL MEET AT 1 IM,

KIDS IN "HOUND DOG" WILL MEET AT 2 Hyi AND TRACY'S GROUP
WILL MEET AT 3 EM.

FOLL OOSTOMES ARB REX3UIRED.

March 20th: Norton Youth Center from 1 to 6 pm. Scene 21.
This will follow basically the same as I told you on my Feb
16th letter.

Enter the base frcan the 3rd and Del Rosa

gate. The Youth Center will be on your left about a block
from the gate. We will shoot all the musical nunibers first
starting with the "Rainbow Kids" routine. Kelli's group
will follow and then Tracy's group. All the performers
should be in their musical nuraiber costumes ri^t at the

start. Check with Darci about itake-up. After this is
fini^ed, the Rainbow Kids will be completed and may leave.
We will ^oot all the fillers and dialogue after the
musical nuraibers are completed except for the announcer's
introduction of the groups. If you have a problem, call me
at home or at the Youth Center (382-3236).
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april 30th; If things go acx»rding to schedule, Darci and
I would like to have the grand premier of "Kelli and the
Misfits" at the Norton Youth Center.

We would like to have

a pot-luck dinner to start about 6 pm and then the movie
will start about 7:30 pm. Everything is tentative, but
this is the date we are looking at. Hope everyone can
attend. Again thanks for all your help and I think you'll
enjoy the video.
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KFTiTiT & TEE MISFITS
OOSTOME LIST
SCENE 1

KETTiT; 0IJ3 aKJRTS OR PANTS WITH A PLAIN BIDUSE AND TENNIS
SHOES. HAIR IS MESSED UP.
EMTIY: PIAY dOTHES
SCENE 2

NO CHARACTERS INVOLVED
SCENE 3

KELLt: SAME TYPE OUTFIT AS IN SCENE 1

DMid: A NEAT DRESS OR SKIRT AND BIDUSE.
SHOES.

NICE, CLEAN

HAIR OCMBED AND CLEAN.

MOIHER: IN HOUSE CLEANING CIDTHES.

NEAT HAIR.

SCENE 4

KETTiT: SAME AS SCENE 3
DARCI: SAME AS SCENE 3

SISSIE, BRENDA, JONI AND CHRIS; DIRTY & TORN CIDTHES.
MESSED.

HAIR

FACE DIRTY.

NAT: THE SAME AS THE GORDON SISTERS
SCENE 5

KRT.T.T: SAME AS SCENE 3
DARCI: SAME AS SCENE 3
SCENE 6

KELLt: SAME AS SCENE 3

DARCI: SAME AS SCENE 3.

NEEDS TO HAVE STTP ON.

BAG lADY: VERY OLD CIDTHES THAT DON'T FIT. A VERY lARGE
AND UGLY COAT. SHE IS VERY DIRTY LOOKING AND APPEARS
TTRED. HER SHOES ARE OID TENNIS SHOES WITH SWEAT SOCKS.
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TI?ACY, ANNIE, IDRETTA, MCKECA AND SAIM: ra?ESSED IN VERY
MQD OR CURRENT STYLE dOIEIES.

HAIR IS ALSO CDRI^ENT STYLES

SCENE 7

KET.T.T; SAME AS SCENE 3

DARCI: SAME AS SCENE 3 (HAS BAG OF GROCERIES)
NAT: SAME AS SCENE 4
SCENE 8

KRTT.T: SAME AS SCENE 3

DRRCI: SAME AS SCENE 3 (HAS BAG OF GROCERIES)
MOTHER: SAME AS SCENE 3
SCENE 9

KFT.T.T: SAME AS SCENE 3

EARCI: HAS ON A DIFFERENT DE^ESS OR SKLRT AND BLOUSE.

AGAIN, NICE OOyiBED HAIR AND LOOKS VERY NEAT

SISSIE, JOSH, e?ENDA, CHRIS: SAME AS SCENE 4 (SISSIE NEEDS
A KNIFE)
NAT: SAME AS SCENE 4

TRACY, lOREITA, ANNIE, MCSSLLCA & SALLY: SAME TYPE OF OUTFITS
AS IN SCENE 6, BUT NOT THE EXACT SAME ONES WORN
BOBBY: EITHER IN A BASEBALL SUIT OR ddHES TO PIAY

BASEBALL IN (NEEDS A BASEBALL GLOVE AND BAT)
JASON: FAIRLY NEAT CLOIHES. (WEARS GIASSES)
SCENE 10

KELLL: ANOTHER PAIR OF SHORTS OR PANTS.

A LLTTLE NEATER.

HAIR IS NEATER.

DARCI: ANOTHER DRESS OR SKLRT AND BLOUSE.

VERY NEAT AND

PROPER

SISSIE, JONI, H^ENDA, CHRIS: OLD HJT FAIRLY NEAT CLOIHES.
TELEY ARE CLEAN FACED AND HAIR IS COMBED SOyiEWEiAT.
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NAT; OID dOIHES, BUT NEATER THAN BEFORE.
JASC»J: SAME TYRE OF GimHES IN SCENE 9.
MOTHER: IN STACKS AND BLOUSE
ByULY: PIAY CIDTHES
SCENE 11

KET.T.T: SAME AS SCENE 10
DARCl: SAME AS SCENE 10

SISSIE, JONl, BEIENDA & CHRIS: SAME AS SCENE 10
NAT: SAME AS SCENE 10
JASON: SAME AS SCENE 10

TRACY, IDRETIA, ANNIE, M:asn:CA AND SALLY: ANOTHER MOD
OUTFIT.

HAIR STILL IN STYLE
SCENE 12

KELLI: SAME AS SCENE 10
DARCl: SAME AS SCENE 10

SlSSlE, JONl, BRENDA & CHRIS: SAME AS SCENE 10
NAT: SAME AS SCENE 10

JASON: SAME AS SCENE 10

IDREITA, ANNIE, MONICA AND SALLY: SAME OUTFITS AS SCENE 11
(MY THEY ARE DIRTY AND MESSED UP.
MESSED UP.

THEIR HAIR IS ALSO

THEIR FACES DIRTY
SCENE 13

KELLI, DARCl AND ANNIE: SAME AS SCENE 12
SCENE 14 & 15

KELLI, DARCl AND ANNIE: SAME AS SCENE 12. (DARCl HAS
ANOTHER SLIP C9T.

WILL NEED TWO EXTRA ONES TO CUT UP AND

USE FOR SCENE 16)
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TRACY: SAME OUTFIT AS SCENE 11 ONLY IT IS DIRTY AND MESSED
UP. SHE WIIL HAVE A HEAD INJURY
SCENE 16

KELLE: SAME AS SCENE 10
BAG lADY: SAME AS SCENE 6 ONLY WITHOUT HER OQAT
SCENE 17 & 18

KELLI, ANNIE, DARCT & TRACY: SAME AS SCENE 15
SCENE 19 & 20

KELLI, ANNIE, DARCI & TRACY: SAME AS SCENE 15

JASON, NAT, SISSIE, CiiRIS, JONI, BRENDA, IDREITA, SALLY,
MONICA: SAME AS SCENE 12
SCENE 21

ANNOUNCER: NICE GOWN OR DRESS

SARAH, CRISTE, TRACY (SHANNON), MICHELLE, LENDSAY & EMILY:
NICE PARTY TYPE C0RESSES.

HAIR NEAT AND lOOKING VERY

FRETTY.

KELLI, DARCI, SISSIE, JOIE, BRENDA, CHRIS: FIFTY'S OUTFITS.
ALL VERY GLEAN AND NEAT

JASCar & NAT: LEVIS AND TEE SHIRTS WITH TENNIS SHOES

TRACY, ANNIE, MONICA, IDREITA AND SALLY: (IF WE CAN GET
IHEM, CHEERLEADING OUTFITS) **NOT SURE WILL DISCUSS**
BAG lADY: SAME OUTFIT AS SCENE 6
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